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in Gallup, yet claim all the credit
it was personally by
erstand
that
we
meas
War
Finance
drawn
the
office
aeieaung
after
to
ing
up
'J
that
was appointed
rates in the bill ? Democratic inconsisthe 8tate your bond money for which you owe
MY VOTE that these young men
tatJrest j
ami ure which is now being used to reia the only plausible explanation.
and will owe for some time to come the death or tne late rranK nno
called into the service of
tency
were
of
the
lieve
the
business
business
strict'
the
depression
out
carried
Senator Jones has been highly honbuilt your bridges. The only thing has
mmence to accrue
their
until
:
That
somewhat
was
country."
He
Pino.
Mr.
county
amusing.
adpolicy inaugurated by
for which the Gallup Democratic
B8'P nas been approved
Does Senator Jones represent the ored by the people of New Mer's l- -t
br we 1comm
measure had the support of the .RRuiniio,
miniotrntinn pan claim Credit IS the is a man of ability, very capable and
United States in Washington? has outlived his usefulness. 1 i - i
entire
Senate
and
in
the
the
epublicans
in
Congress
assessing
absolutely impartial
politics
,
charee iB absolutely emnlovment of Tammany destructive
else it would never have passed. Have no other states representation Sears in Washington, where r
Tax
or
tacowect
The
State
for
taxation.
nrnnertv
L
the most damnable and
for our tates is sore!y- house of Congress ? "Perin
the
Mr.
enso
were
that
There
upper
things
many
a
I
politics known in the history of the Commission,
one of MeAdoo didn't tell that his speech sonally by my vote" suggests nothing have availed as nothing and
J
world Tammany represents all that dorses Mr. Tamony as being
a fond adieu we say.,
more In this case than a failing mind him
entertainmora
was
of
tax
a'
efficient
and
-most
the
competent
is rotten and corrupt in machine gov
Well
thou
- tandone,
rooJ
f
grasping blindly for something
mm, vney allege. ernment founded
Mexico. Mr, Tam- ment than anything else.
!
'
by the most un- - assessors in New
.
epuhHl-ni- .
i
Mr. John Kirk isn't very hard to gible on which to base his claim for servant", meaning
D..l.ii!i
nrniniilnim .nnlitical bifforot and socie ony speaks both English and Spanish,
New Mexico. hve bi v
1
continued support of the paopla.
choice
the
MeAdoo
is
his
for
nk Staplirt, Pub.
if
to
the
escntial
j.
please
hisa
requirement very
Mgr.
ty debaucher known to American
Then Snator Jones enters a lengthy dona,
next president Kirk can have him.
.
.
office of tax assessor.
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AN ADDRESS
(Published by Request.)
(The following address was delivered at the "WORTH WHILE" service at the Congregational Church last
Sunday night and created a tremendous impression. Because of its pro-

Special. price

gressive viewpoint and helpful suggestions it is published herewith in full.
Mr. Redick's address is in keeping
with the custom which the pastor, Dr.
Stark, has started of having laymen
speak from time to time and their
addresses have made a real contribution to the community's thought.)
"THE IDEAL CHURCH."
it
Let us for a few moments consider
REPUBLICAN STATE
the church, not from a denominational
TICKET
point of view, not as Protestant or
Cr.'.holie, Methodist or Congregational,
ICA.MTTt
but as one of the great institutions of
For the United States Senate
mankind. Let us consider some pertiSTEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR.
nent questions concerning it. Is the
San Miguel County
,
church, thinking of it as a great inFor the House of Representatives
stitution for the good of mankind,
MRS. ADELINA
doing all for mankind that it should
Santa Fe County
do? Is meeting our standar of THE
For Governor
IDEAL CHURCH ? The difficulty in- C. L. HILL
volved in these questions is that they
Dona Ana County
are stated as generalities. We must
get down to difinate terms. There
T
of & biggest bookings ever For Lieutenant-Goyern'
fore I shall state What I Consider the
EUFRACIO GALLEGOS
t la tSsa city u the fix reel sup-- i
Ideal Church. It is not essential that
Harding County
Inaction. "Satan's Scheme"
you agree with me. When I state my
iriJ H shown Sunday night at- For Justice of the Supreme Court
ideas your ideas on the subject will
i
R. P. BARNES
,
arts while" service at the conbecome clearer and more tangible, and
Bernalillo County
Church. The pastor has
we shall all be farther advanced from
i to book this film for nearly a For Commissioner
of Public Lands- having thought the subject together.
been unable until re- , 1st had
FRITZ MULLER
What are ten or more essential
to do so. It is therefore with
Santa Fe County
characteristics of a church, which, if
i r -- -t deal of pride that the church For
of State
Secretary
Sun-J
I
rJm "Satan's Scheme" next
they belonged to one church, might
J. A. DES OEUKUKS
make it measure up to our ideal
Taos County
night at 7:80.
? First, I should say, a church
church
Via photo play is a mirror of man's For State Auditor
to be a church, to say nothing of being
t Jory reveals yesterday, today and
HILARIO DELGADO
and ideal church must be a
sorrow. The marvels of photo-:;h- y
Santa Fe County
!
A church is not a literary society.
are expanded to the infinite to For State Treasurer
a secret order, nor a club of some type.
man's actual creation from the
O. A. MATSON
t
It is an institution the chief purpose of
L&X of the earth. Such photography,
Bernalillo County
which is to win soul to God to Chrissettings, such everything splen-- i For Attorney General
tianity.
.i has never before been attempted
Essentially the term
A .A. SEDILLO
war-fi- n
the screen. The world-ol- d
may be to large, it may in
Bernalillo County
clude
other
between the forces of Good and For Supt. of Public Instruction
characteristics, in fact I
think it dos; but it is so important it
Lvil, waged over and thru mankind
MRS. MAUDE BLANEY
must be given precedence over ail
as viewed from behind as
Lincoln County
ji depicted
others.
as before the curtain that sepa- - For Corporation Commissioner
Second, the church must be a tea
t .)m the material from the spirit
P. H. HILL
cher and expounder of the Holy Bible,
srlA It is a restful,
Rio Arriba County
A
especially the New Testament.
masterpiece
characteristic, in my mind undoubted'
the silent drama. One cannot see
ly, deserving to b considered as second
picture and go away without
in importance. We cannot expect peooptomistic than before.
' The testimony of the press if uniple to become Christians and live
Information comes to us that the Christ-lik- e
and God-lik- e
lives and be in
formly glowing. The New York Times Democratic
candidates, or some of ignorance of the Holy Bible. In this
says: "An ambitious presentation of
human progress." The Motion Pic-t- them, in campaigning the county particular the home has almost ceased
World says: "It is of tremendous when in Republican communities, tell to function, and it is generally convoters that they must have poll tax ceded that it is not the duty of the
and most excellent"
cr"e
'
The ministrs of the land have pro- receipts before they can vote, but say schools, therelore it must be the dutv
nothing or this when in Democratic of the church or some branch of that
claimed it one of the very best
Yet the church that
institution.
ever produced. A pastor in New communities.
Lzfland who has used films for four The Gallup Herald brands such as would insist on too complete a know.
and contemptible. Whether ledee of the Holy Bible before an in
yean, with an average evening at- malicious
tendance last year of 1700, says: you are Democratic or Republicans dividual could become a member would
""Satan's Scheme' is the finest film you don't have to have any poll tax be as far wrong as the church that
receipt. There is no such law in New did not insist on enough knowledge
,tlat I have ever shown." A pastor of Mexico.
Herlad tells you of the scriptures, for how could the
large church on the Pacific Coast the truth.TheIt Gallup
does not make any dif- church "Suffer the little children to
taays: "We have used film for two
with this paper who the per- come unto me if it did?
years and 'Satan's Scheme' is one of ference
It will be impossible for us to num
mat five films that we have ever re- son or party is who tells you such
stuff, whether Democrat or Republi- ber the characteractics of the ideal
potted."
whoever he may be, he is a cow church in order of their importance,
' There will be no sermon
Sunday can,
nor is it important that we should
night as the lesson of the film will ardly ana malicious liar.
attempt to do so. Another character
rang a most helpful sermon in itself.
istic is that the church must be ag
Ahe service begins promptly at 7:30
It must fight sin and law.
and the general public is most corone way to end divorce is by gressiye.
Only
: .
..
e
;e
i
lessness at every turn. It is not the
,
dially Invited. .
place of the church to sit back supine
mucn as say "Let the gov
We all look at coal prices with a
It is better to go broke than not to ly ana as look
eminent
The
after things.
go at all.
burning desire.
church should teach by example that
Actors do better in movies because our government is as much a govern
"Use more water," says a doctor.
ment ot the people and 'by the peo
Hope the milkman doesn't see it.
they can t hear the music.
ple' as it is a government 'for the Deo- pie.' "
A church should be loyal and pat
riotic. It should be a teacher and a
dessiminator of patriotism, of love of
country,
hvery keemne a true deal
of government before its people, for it
should be the first to take a righteous
stand agains a usurping government
or against the wrong or incorrect use
of powers vested in government offi
cials,
"In unity there is strength" is as
true a saying of a church as it is of
The church
any other organization.
just as individuals is being judged at
all times, and its effectiveness and
usefulnes sis directly proportional to
the amount of confidence placed in by
the world. If the church
uni
fied, if its members are not working
for the same ends and with the same
means and attitude, it cannot hoDe to
have as wholesome and effective influence on the world, both friends and
enemies as it otherwise would have.
And though the enemies of the church
are not always is tangible as the enemies of a government or of indivi
duals, rest assured that the church has
its enemies.
A church should be constant.
That
statement does not necessarily imply
that the church would always deal in
just the same way with every specific
question, but It does mean that the
church would always be a champion
of the cause of right and an adversary
oj. wrong.
The ideal church will be a marrying
church. I do not know wheather there
has ever been a survey made considering divorces from the stand noint nf
whether the wedding had been a church
wedding or one performed by a minsugar-coate- d
ister or not. If there has been I know
nothing about it or where to get the
results. However, without such it- - taining the church, an
institution,
ures, I a mwilline to hazzard a oruesa. which,
the 1900 years of its ex
that the per cent of church weddings istence during
been running at about 10
and the weddings in which a minister efficiencyhasor less,
if we consider the
participated, resulting in divorces is numbers of its membership who have
much smaller than the per cent of been at
work, and the amount of time
h
weddings resulting in di which they have Dut in.
Notwith
vorce. Ii that assumption is true, the
this same church, running
standing,
,
world would be better off if the nil- i. .
i
nas Deen
iki went,,l
church were the only marrying
the greatest force eiiitiency,
for good, the greatest influence for the advancement of
The true church, the ideal church
humanity, the world has ever known.
will be a
of persons If this is true as I believe all of you
among its own members: for the soul will
what will be the influence
of a little child, the soul of the poorest of theagree,
Ideal Church, the entire memman or woman, may be as important
of which should work twenty-foeven more important in the eyes of bership
hours of each of the seven days
od, than the soul of the financial nilar of the week for fifty-tw- o
weeks each
the
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for one week only
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RlGHT NOW you can do the thing
you have talked about for years.

soul-winn-

warmth in
your home and you can do it at a

You can install radiator

fen
ta

special price.
Beginning next Monday, prices on

heart-grippin- g,

t'.i
tia

re

Arcola

WRONG AGAIN

hot-wat- er

will be lowered

heating systems
for just one week.

But you don't have

to

wait until

Monday when Heating Contractors'
stores will be crowded. You can place
your order today and your Heating
Contractor will give you the benefit

pic-tar-

of

the special price.

Telephone or call on him today. Find
out how little Arcola and radiator
warmth costs and how it pays for
itself in the fuel it saves.

.

Remember

--

the

special prices are for
one week only. A
week from Monday
you will pay more.
See your Heating

Contractor

NOW

t

a

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY

Ideal Boilers and Amexjcak Radiators for every
heating need
402 Seventeenth Street, Denver, Colo.

This new

gum delights
young and old

i.&lf'

It "melts in your
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52

YAV

mouth" jind the gum in the

non-churc-

center remains to aid digestion,
brighten teeth and soothe mouth
and throat
There are the other WHIG LEY
friends to choose from, too:

t-

church.

,

During the past few years, we have
passed through a period, during which
the hue and cry has been effiencv. Wa
had our ef fiency experts, men and women who received large salaries for
telling the officials of corporations
how to raise the oer cent, of effinienev
of their organizations, their factories,
and the departments of these factoring.
The standard attempted and looked
forward 'to by all these Deonle was
100 efficiency. Do you suppose they
would have maintained a factory or a
department runninsr as low as 10 T

jTyott'potYet,

we

are

main- -

;;;:;

w

this situation with the means
suited to accomplish the
mtL.
takes movies, pool tables,
w
r
tennis
floor,
pool, basketball
L
baseball diamond, the church ; ewm
big enough in soul, progressive
in spirit to meet the situation.
anu
must be a community helper
deavor to help every member
community. It must not say , W "jg
are not our people." Jvery
,

De

hPt;

uoa s, people.

iha church will hemme so progrewv:
the in these lines thai tne suwv0--- .
or layman or even the enemy
wholesome
entertain- church will be forced to say it
ments.
is true of the men is
institution.
true of the women. Jbrfthe structive
Let me summenze. lne
year.
Church is:
Last but not least, the chuch to be
1.
A soul winner.
an ideal church must be a community eM?Z ' w lth cf!ndition of th" little
a
the
2. A teacher and expounder
others, sister,
helper. It must be a constructive
'
timea
mother Holy Bible.
institution; that is, it must help in all
Tny
home, and gone to some
It must be agg'-trlo-and .
ways possible to make all the memof amuse- It must be loyal
bers of the community better. The meSlUestionable
the
little children?
It must be unified.
duties in this respect are many times
a
constant.
out
in the street,
atimontv
than they were a few
greater
- It must be
in the back
It must be a marryingcho5
a nation an hf:i8.worse.do.
years back. We are
It must be a
of short hours of labor and long hours
of leisure time. The great majority
persons among its own
aU
It must be efficient,
of the population work eight hours or
the t-J
less. The great Standar being
Ilgnl Ilre members must work all
to tost!"
0C?Afte" prescribe be . And Ust but not sdoptfflf
by the socioligists of
a community helper,
whether the great Institution. ,e
means best suitea w
ur

of

sructive or not it, "Does this institution help take care of this leisure
time? and they are consistently putting the church in the
uve ciass.
Where do the men snend tW lai.
sure time? The
majority of them
spend this leisure time in the billard
and pool halls, the soft
drink parlors,
"
or on
'
til
pinions
vomers,
n 13 me very
small per cent who have an
avocation,

t

ming pool, the baseball diamond,
city park amusements, the beach,
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J.- for that
Ihetu.
He doesworked
not claim
Jie voted for
Then why should they vote for
him? after reading his record.
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VOTE FOR
-

.
r .....
ecfl in
children. frer)ia
or the.1...fattier ? ofWho
hcr tlx
visits the schools tomore
quently
the
ice
sort
of instruction
is
that
K'ven
their children ? Which
of being
the two is
readiest to help them in their school
work at home ? Which is most Kke-l- y
to insist upon sending- them tf the
higher seats of learning?
There is
but one answer the mother.
do
women
so
Why
largely predominate in the teaching profession? Is
it not because their natures better fit
them to handle childhood and youth,
because they are more sympathetic,
more appreciative of the .values of
education, more devoted to the development o the mind ? Can you not recall 'with love and gratitude some
true, highminded woman under whose
guidance you received not merely
education from books, but also inspiration, ambition, and a purpose to
live cleanly and nobly? If yon can
not, you are an unfortunate exception.
Why are women so often preferred
for psitons on school boards and as
of schools?
county superintendents
Why, before the advent of universal
suffrage, were they given the vote in
school matters in many parts of the
country while denied it otherwise?
The Range is not attempting to disparage the work of John Morrow
Colfax
along educational lines in
county and Raton. It has been fine
work. But in what respect has it been
superior to that of Mrs.
his political opponent
in this
campaign ?
Mrs. Warren's education is superior to that of Mr. Morrow. We do
not think he himself will dispute that
fact. As to the administration of
school affairs, she served her county
of Santa Fe for five years as county
superintendent of schools, achieving
a success
that attracted state-wid- e
attention and commendation.
When
she
assumed the office,
Santa Fe
county schools were running on short
and varied schedules. School funds
were inadequate, warrants for teachers' salaries went unpaid or were discounted. Rural school teachers were
of inferior equipment. Today the
Santa Fe county schools rank amor.g
the best in the state. Every teacher
holds a first grade certificate. All
schools are operated for the full
school n v.se
term, an
is employed.
Two rural high schools
have been established, each giving the
Otero-Warre-

"gw&t?

wnniwr

tan mn3aBiLJ

STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR.
CANDIDATE
REPUBLICAN
FOR UNITED STATES
SENATOR

WHICH WILL
YOU HAVE?

REPRESENTATION
OR SENIORITY

all-ye- ar

n,

1
,,
1 J""-- "
''ew
derived
from
Mrxi
is
for taxation
educational
purposes
in
the
themCounties
rujht
selves and under
supervision of
the county officialstheand
that he as
governor would have nothing whatsoever to say about it. But perhaps Hinkle, if elected, governor, end
if is good, would inkle to
the County
Commissioners, and they in turn would
harken to his inkling and abolish their
schools and thereby reduce their taxes 50. We don't know, we're
jut
inkling.

CHARLES I HILL
Republican Candidate for Governor
Was born on a farm near Wood-fielOhio. May 8. 1866. His early
education was received in the rural
and public schools of Matamoras
and Marietta. Ohio, following which
he entered a college of dentistry,
graduating in 1890. Mr. Hill came
to New Mexico in 1907, purchasing
a tract of 1.000 acres of undeveloped land in Dona Ana County about
ten miles from Las Cruces. This
ir;;ct oi land, which is under the
E!t )!m::t Butte Project, he has
into one of the best and
most productive farms in the state.
The village named for him. Hill, N.
M., has grown up around his home
and farming enterprise
largely
through his personal efforts. Mr.
Hill has been a member of the
board of regents of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts for a number of years
and is now its Chairman.
d.

complete
high school course
All of the indebtedness of Santa
Fe
schools
has been paid. Scho
county
ar

1

warrants

are

The

promptly paid.
schools
are operated
on a
cash basis and there is s'trictly
now a

balance of $27,000 which hasbudget
been
saved by economical and efficient administration. We claim that is some
record.
Mr. Morrow himself.
for many
years prior to the granting of the
suffrage to women, vigorously advocated suffrage and predicted its coming as public enlightment progressed. He believed it to be not
only a
right to which they were entitled, but
that the nation would benefit by their
participation in public affairs on
every moral issue and in matters educational. He was undoubtedly right.
Having taken that position, he can
hardly at this time object to the selection of a woman to represent New
Mexico in the lower house of congress, where a woman of Mrs. Otero-Warretype can do so much for
the cause of education. We believe
it is not saying too much when we assert that Mrs. Warren has the speaking ability, the presence, the education and the intelligence to make at
least an equally effective preseita-tio- n
on the floor of congress of
view on anv educational question
or for that matter on any other question of interest to New Mexico.
In consideration
of these facts,
The Range is at a loss to undersold
the position recently taken by the Colfax County Educational assoc:aton
in favor of Mr. Morrow and agairst
Mrs Otero-Warreunless it be because of his residence here or because of some impelling teaturs of
hi; personality. Raton Range, Frilay
October 13.
r

n,

Democratic platform
:
We point with pride to suggestions
the ability
and energy of a certain democratic
treasurer of Chaves County who recently defrauded the county out of
$56X00, and, view with alarm the conduct of the republican state traveling
auditor who exposed and prosecuted
him and secured his conviction and
collected the missing 956,000 from his
bondsmen .
Mr. Hinkle sajjs, "state expenditures for 4 years ago was 33 per
cent and now it is 42
cent".
The tax rolls show that per
in the 31
counties the ave-ag- e
division of the
taxpayers dollar is 8 cents for state
18
cents for county purppurposes,
oses, 18 cents for highways and 56
cents for education. Mr. Hinkle will
yon please explain where you get the
33 and 42 per cent you have been
talking about all over the state?

---

1

Harding:,

S.Z
22.76
115 (Not organized)
Za

9.88
22.67
Hidalgo, 1921
1916
(Not organized)
Hidalgo,
7.84
16.72
Lea, 1921
Lea, 1916 (Not organized)
7.60
17.18
Lincoln, 1921
1916
13.67
22.65
Lincoln,,

Luna,
Luna,

1921
1916,

10.02
16.31

13.7S

55.29

1921
Socorro, 1916
Socorro,

17.84

49.61

13.00

62.44

14.40

8.60

60.82
55.08

19.90
27.89

18.99
.45

51.09
55.35

25.65
11.08

49.07
41.96

1921

11.26

14.04

McKinley, 1916

21.33

25.63

McKinley,

.

7 .27

Taos, 1921
Taos, 1916

15.26
7.76
14.89

19.58
29.36
17.22
20.17

24.12
21.52
18.40
9.44

49.11
33.86
56.62
55.50

Torrance, 1921
Torrance, 1916

6.67
18.03

18.39

12.07
1.97

62.87
49.96

Union, 1921
Union, 1916

6.95

13.01

14.49

24.78

14.50
5.94

65.54
54.79

1921
1916
Valencia,

9.86

19.01

21.81

17.38

26.02

20.23

Valencia,

30.04

.

as

01

49.32
36.37

State Average 1921 8.18
17.80
18.20
55.82
State Average 1916 16.13
24.73
9.66
49.48
IN 1916 the fifth year of Democratic Administration of state affairs $
out of every $100
was used for state purnoses.
-n
.
j.1
n- r
i
ure r:r.i
mm year orir ivepuDiican
8.18 out or each $100 is used for state
in 1091
AdminutraQon
uti
purposes; $6.93 less is used for county purposes $8.54 more is used for highways and $6.34 more
is uscu iur cuutdiiuii.
This tabulation was prepared from the tax rolls of the 31 counties and may be verified
by
nV rnnntu
reference to such rolls at the assessors office in
The statement of Mr. Hinkle and other democratic speakers and in democratic advertisements
that 42 per cent of the money paid in taxes is used for state purposes is absolutely incorrect, and ,
the men who are making such statements either know nothing about the state's finances or are
attempting to mislead the people.
$100
Prtion of
n taxes which goes to state purposes is
i IlicI?rranfe.Colm. ?e
McKinley County, which pays the biggest percentage of any county it is only
$11.26 for the whole county, while in the city of Gallup, where $26.18 out of each $100
goes to the
Democratic city administration only $6.54 goes to state purposes.
County, School and part of the Highway Funds are under local control
T
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THE GALLUP HERALD, SATURDAY,
OCTOBER, 21. 1922
lint UtTnmAn
.nJ T mi.. TTi.T How much we loved him and how weJL
sey were in Spur Lake last Tuesday, God loved him too, but thought it bast,
Geo. Townsend, and J. F. West are To take him to himself to rest."
in JNutriosa, Arizona, buying chickMay the blessings of our dear Lord,
ens to ship to Albuquerque, N. M., Jesus, be with the family is our sin
?
They will leave for Gallup Monday C6T8 "Wish.
witn two nundrea chickens to snip.
Floyd Evans, is in Luna to work
Mesdames, Bert Binnion and A. J. during harvest.
Bruce were in Luna Saturday.
The people who raised grain in the
We were indeed surprised and sorry valley are wanting to get a thresher
.
to hear of the sudden death of our es- to thresh their grain.'
teemed friend, Mr. Laney, of Luna,
Mr. E. L. Hiser has finished movinr
Mr. Laney was a good neighbor, a his house-hol- d
effects to his claim,
kind and loving husband and father. and has started his children to school.
He never turned anyone from his
Mrs. T. 0. Howell was visiting Mrs.
door if they needed his helo. He was Geo. Hooser Tuesday.
Mrs. Howell
always pleasant and had a kind word comes in oiten to see ner son ic 4.
for everyone.
coins; to school here.
So dear friends why Bhould we ween
Sam G. Beard, Jr.. was in from his
o'er our dear ones, for they have only place Sunday, for his mail and visitgone before to prepare a final rest- ing friends.
ing place for us. To the sorrowing
Perry Hedrick vas in Reserve Sat
family and many friends, we wish to urday to attend the Democratic Con-extend our heartfelt sympathies, and vention.
let us not grive for,
J. I. Davis of Springerville, was in
we loved him, ohl no words can tell, Spur Lake Monday.
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For Those Who Worship
At Gallup Churches

Anounces New Low Prices

'

SPIRIT
CHURCH OF THE HOLY
REV. A.

Lowest In History

(Episcopal)
G. DOWIE, Rector

J.

Holy communion, 8 a. m.
Church school, 9:45 a. m.
11 a. m., morning prayer and sermon.
7:30 p. m., Evensong.
.

BAPTISTCHURCH
REV. V. B. CLARK, Pastor

Touring Car
Runabout
:

--

Chassis
-

-

Sedan Ton Truck

-

Coupe
,

$298.00
$269.00
$235.00
$530.00
$595.00
$380.00
$395.00

Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
Evening worship, 8 p. m.

"Come thou with us and we will do
thee good."
o

METHODIST CHURCH
JOHN W. HENDRIX Pastor
Sunday School at 9:45 A. M. A
teacher and a class for all.
Public worship both morning and
evening, with a sermon by the pastor. At each of these services will
be rendered choice and appropriate
music.
The subject of the morning sermon
will be:
"The Methodist of Today"
and in the evening the subject will be:
Please uo 'Way and Let me Sleep"
Some moons ago a new lady came
to town, and having finally found the
and church, complained
parsonage
thut many she asked along the streets
did not know where the church was
to be found. A Methodist church has
stood on the corner of South Third
and Aztec for more than a dozen years
and is still doing business at the same
old stand.

f. o. b. Factory
are from sixty to ninety dollars lower than in 1916
1917. Never in the history of the Ford Motor Co. have
given so great a value for the money as now. Get your

These prices
and
they

order in now.

w

Budget your earnings and then place a limit
upon your expenses. In this way you will
always be in a position to deposit a fixed
amount.
We are always ready and willing to use the
great facilities of this bank to help and advise
the ambitious business man or woman.

(Congregational)

Worship is Preparation for Service"
9:45 Junior Church Worship with
a very fine reel of motion pictures on
The Holy Land." It is a film that
the adults are cordially invited to see.
10:00
church bchool with classes
for all ages. Special attention is call
ed to the adult classes under the direction of Principal Chas. B. Redick
and Mrs. Lillian Wilson.
11:00
Morning
Worship with a
who
special service for the "shut-ins- "
to
be our special guests. Cars
are
will be provided for any who will call
the pastor by Saturday afternoon. The
pastor will speak on "The Prey Tak-

RAM AH NEWS NOTES
BRYAN

WILLIAM JENNINGS
JENNINGS

WILLIAM

(Gallup Herald Special).

BRYAN

wu the most remarkable political
nwtv leader, in many
respects, in
inwrimn histnrv.
He attained to power with astonishing suddenness, and very young. This
power, too, was . far more nearly
absolute than a party leader often pos-ksse- s.
And Bryan held onto it, year
Iter and year after year. Three times
be was the Democratic nominee
for
president.

On

the occasions when he

not make the run himself, he gen-wil- y
was strong enough to choose the
oodidate, or, at any rate, the candi
we had to have his indorsement in
order to secure the nomination.
did

unshakability of his grip would
not save been so
surprising if Bryan
had been a consistent winner in the
campaign he led; instead, he lost con- The

Born in Illinois
was bom in 1860, at Salem,
in. He was educated at Illinois College, was admitted to the bar in 1883
nd hung out his
lawyer's shingle at
Mmviue, in his native state. It was
sere sIbo that he mnwiprl Mica Mum
E, Baird, of
Perry, 111., with whom he
a long and very happy wedded
gent

Jlryan

Grunt-ersbur-

Bryans moved to
for the next few
the
future Democratic standard-tejrP
practiced law.
1891 Bryan was sent to
Congress
he
served two successive terms.
jjere
the end of his second term he ac--

Lin-l- n

Neb., where

er

the Omaha

S?.?Jhe,e.ditorshiP

W.

J. BRYAN

In 1896, still nationally almost un
known, he attended the Democratic
con-- c
presidential' convention, and at itss can
lnsinn found himself his party
didate for the first office in the cou-

nty

.

.,.... t,....u,:..

He was deteatea oy me xvepuuman
nominee, William luciuniey,
that time forward he was the undis
puted head of his party.
war Bryan
In the
raised the Third Regiment of Neb
raska Volunteers and became its
colonel.
,
,,
Developments which toJioweu me
his
with
approval
war did not meet
however, and it was with
he ran
watchword
that
as his
again for president in 1900. Again he
was defeated, by McKinley.
In 1904 Judge Alton Brooks Parker
was the Democratic presidntial nominee. In 1908 Brvan was, for the third
time, at the head of his party's ticket,
but the majority was still against him
and William Howard Taft, the Repub
lican candidate was victorious.
Airfxl Woodrow Wilson
Four years later it was to Bryan,
mr.ro tVion in uiiv other sinclc in
owed
fluence, that Woodrow Wilson
his nomination for the presidency.
the
Upon Wilson's inauguration, was
as Bryan often
"Commoner,"
called, from the name of the weekly
for
newspaper he had been publishing the
several years, at Lincoln, accepted
Btnt. In 1915 he resigned
his office, believing, as he stated, that
the administration's policy was leadinto the
ing toward American entrance
World War, wnicn men was iki"b.
Spanish-America-

n

...

"Anti-Imperialis-

TWO

level
of

Lytona will do the
work of three of

ordinary baking

powder because of
its purity and superior rising qualities.

Bake with '
1

Lytona!

n

n--

Thenceforward the Nebraskan in
terested himself chiefly in the effort
to promote national prohibition, which
he had favored for years, though pre
oi
viously tne exigencies
jwu preforced him to give other issues

5cBm

GALLUP STATE BANK
"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS TO HAVE MORE CENTS"

EDWARD HART
LUMBER, HARDWARE, BUILDING
MATERIAL, MINE SUPPLIES, PAINT,
GLASS, CEMENT, PLASTER
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

SPUR

mtenuy.

In 1887 the

Lewis A. Riley, of Santa Fe, New ers."
12:30
Luncheon in the Manse for
Mexico, came to Ramah Sunday night
and stopped at the Valley View Inn, every member Social Visitation Teams
2:00
to rest, and to visit the large Indian
Every Member Social Visitaruins, four miles from here, the Cliff tion. Five teams of two each will
of
intermake social calls on every home in
Dwellings, and other places
est. He left Tuesday with his horse the parish in the city. All are asked
and pack outfit, to go to Pescado, to remain at home until after the
Zuni Indian Village and from there team for your district has called.
7:30 "Worth While" service Exhe will go to Hopi.
Mrs. Courtney, red cross nurse for traordinary, featuring the colossal
"Satan's
McKinlty county, came from Gallup photo play of humanity
Wednesday and stopped at tne new
vacschool at Danoff 's to examine and
struggle between good and evil and
cinate the scholars, coming on to the is a fikm of optomism. There will be
NO sermon.
It is a play that you
Ramah school.
The teachers and pupils of the will not want to miss and if vou do
Ramah school gave an entertainment !you will regret it! Come and" bring
and a dance for the benefit of the J WMl JIK I.UiJ ,
funds which are being raised for a
dollars was
Forty-fiv- e
gymnasium.
LAKE NEWS
raised from the cakes, which were donated by the ladies of Ramah, and
auctioned off very successfully by
(Gallup Herald Special.)
Homer Powers. The following from
We are having very pleasant weaGallup attended the dance: Mr. and
Mrs. Ross and son Ray, Sam Dimon, ther, which enables the farmers to
Mr. Brose. and Mr. Homer Powers, harvest their crops. We have had no
and .Misses Kate Sanders and Wanda moisture this fall, everything is dry.
Nicols from the Crockett ranches.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hooser, Mrs. A.
Mrs. Sanders and daughter, Miss F. Kitchens and son, L. D., were visCroc
I.
A.
Kate grave a dance at the
iting Arch Hiser and wife, at
kett ranch Saturday night. Four cars
Monday.
but
from Gallup started to the dance,
Mrs.
Eishop,
(Bailey
Hulsey's
from
were lost in a flat not far
here and had to wait until daybreak
to go back to Gallup.
Mr. ' Powers took the AicKiniey
county Stock Judging team into Gallup Saturday, where they had the
The three boys who
final judging.
win will eo to the State College, where
they will be tested for their ability
to judge stock.
The sad news of the" death of Mrs.
E. A. Munger's brother was received!
here Saturday morning, his death occurring in California. Mrs, Munger's
mother, of Whitewater, left for California to attend the funeral. He was
twenty-tw- o
years old and had recently
visited his parents, and on his return
to California became ill.
Mrs. Claud Smith has returned to
McGaffey after a months delightful!
Mr. Smith will follow the
vacation.
later part of the week.
who have been opThe
at the branch of
erating a
the Ramah trading store, encountered
a flow of water at the depth of
and fifty feet.
The water
raised to the depth of two hundred
Most people believe
and sixty feet.
that if they had continued with the
drilling for about fifty feet more they
would have struck Artesian water.
Mr. Ross, county road supervisor,
has made a camp six miles on the
While he is
other side of Kamah.
supervising the road between Gallup
and Kamah, Mrs. Koss is Here witn
him.
The following were the visitors of
El Morro National Monument this
week: B. I. Staples, who owns the Red
A iron trading store at Thoreau, New
Mexico.
Dorothy Ladd, Florence
Smith and Austin Ladd, of Thoreau,
Katherine Hammock, G. T. Hammock
and Hariet Miayfield, of Gallup, Katherine Buchman, of Colorado, Texas,
and Mrs. B, I. Staples of Thoreau.

cedence to it.

Germany lost the war,
as if the Turks found it.

but

it looks

Some men think talk is the best
policy and honesty is cheap.
i

V

g,

THE SEASON'S SMARTEST HATS
The new models are the most becoming

ones for several seasons.

CHIC TAILORED HATS
of the newest and loveliest
with novelty ornaments.
MORE ELABORATE
Hemstitching and Picoting

materials

Trimmed

most attractively

HATS FOR DRESSY OCCASIONS
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

SUMMERS MILLINERY

Aid For Livestock

Growers and Farmers

'

4y;vy;.

well-drille-

well-dri-

ll

four-hundr-

If

J)

vfi

'litest

Read Building Workers.
Persons engaged In road building
work in the United States number
There are 80,000 federal,
114,325.
offstate, town and county highway
2,000
icials, 7,000 road contractors,
clvU and
bridge contractors, 15,000
automotive
10,000
engineers,
highway
and chemical engineers, and 825

' 4

'

-

STEPHEN B. DAVIS,

Jr.

Republican Candidate for
United States Senator.

il

week.

LEWIS A. STARK, Minister

GALLUP, N. M.

Bnw

M

There is small excuse for any man or woman
being without a bank account. No matter how
small their earnings are every person should
set aside, as a savings, a certain amount every

CHURCH IN CHRIST

Carrington Motor Co.

pay

The Agricultural Credits Act, passed by a
Republican congress, saved the livestock
industry of this and other western states
from ruin during the period of deflation.
To achieve the complete rehabilitation of
the agricultural industry the operation of
this act must be extended for such period
as will permit livestock growers and farmers of New Mexico to recover from the effects of the present disastrous drouth.
I intend, if elected, to use every effort
within my power to secure such extension
of the provisions of the Agricultural Credits act as will enable the livestock growers
and farmers of New Mexico to restore the
state's most important industry to prosper' ity.

STEPHEN B. DAVIS, Jr.

Till

GALLUP 11I3ALD,

sattzdat.

McKINLEY COUNTY HOT PROGRESSIVE.
C?
1

.'rrr,

1

rI4
.12
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Mall

COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
a
vompw t erpouon).
Buttdiog, No. 310 Railroad Avenue
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Ca Tear
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Matter

Fwlte

Hart

i

la
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$2.00

Pat

OIOm

at Oallup.

titw Milco

Admttelm RvpnamUtivia

N. V, AND CHICAGO, ILL.
OP NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATION.

M1W

YOK

CITT.

Editor and Manager

A. EYUS

VANT THEIR MONEY'S WORTH

"SSfifJj

information that D. Bogie,
out
for county treasurer, is telling it
and
county,
is
not
progressive
county
McKinley
the county is not
that
is
is
of
out
debt
proof
McKinley county
w
caueo
we
iwwuun
progressive. In our last week's issue
bond the
to
wanting
T.
Hannett
type,
A.
the
Rollie being of
a. a.
county for costly roads and all county improvemnts.
and
much
taxes,
not
do
his
pay
of
disciples
Hannett and many
not
cost
would
it
doom's
day
so if the county was put in debt till
Hannett and many of his followers, but little money. With
Rollie it doesn't matter very much about high taxes. He enjoys
a monopoly in one of the most profitable business enterprises in
the entire west. He points with pride to one of the tinest
?

We-hav-

e

i

oafnMioVimonfa in the west, yet it was not
,,nHflrfVin
fc.fcrntion comes to The Gallup Herald that Democratic Rollie alone who was able to build and eauip such a fine under
man in
In the eastern counties take special pride in playing
t
taking business, as his business partner is the wealthiest
t Vb cost of martial law for Gallup. The Democratic State McKinley county.
..
trxl Committee sent out advertisements to newspapers in
in debt is the way to be proRollie
tells
it
that
by
being
martial law for Gallup was the subject, calling attention
must get in debt before it
t.";!i eccS
and
that
county
McKinley
gressive
ct kstpiaj soldiers in Gallup during the recent coal can
statements as cuuuug
be
:'

t

:trs

.

(;"!
iia period.

such
uui
progressive,
They call attention to f77.000.00 having been are the same
kind of stuff being peddled by other Democratic
on
claim
that
stress
the
and
in
tslwiers
to
lay
Gallup
ntia
(
and as such a political policy is extremely dangerdistrict during martjal law candidates,
rince in the Gallup
( czly
ous
it is the duty of all good citizens to vote
and
disastrous,
cr 1 ty tie soldiers themselves. Unlike Herrin, 111., atrnnof n (rain at thn pntirA
TlpmniTntic ticket.
(
t!J cot rffer such a masacre of human lives one of
The
fact
that
county is out of debt, which stands
McKinley
But, by the same to the
t
Latest FXa of American history. New
continued
of
credit
Republican sound business
long and
Mexico didn't
I r::tn of reasoning the Democrats feel that
under Democratic gov
and
the
fact
that
Gallup,
management,
If you need one, nows
for their $77,000.00 because there was no masacre
t
debt
every year, is oemg
in
ernment, goes deeper and deeper
maruai law penoa. in ine eyes ui uerao- - held
in
lie 1:5 canxzwith
the
time to get it.
Arizona,
up in commendation by Democratic counties
the radical element of which A. T. Han Colorado
crrzcially
New
the
commended
wll
by
as
as
and
Utah,
being
If you purchase an ovebecause there
leader and mouth-piecia
l;1J
Mexico Republican campaign committee. Rollie should be de
r--r
ana
no
nere
no
lost
lives
no
and
disturbances
property
rcoat this year, get a
i
feated. He must be defeated. After Hannett has used
x.7 have not received our money's worth.
to
his
sent
back
mnnev in this ramnaicm he should be
good one.
Evidence is on file in the office of General Brown whic
When you're in aak
the money he
business and given time to
monopolistic
and
to
was
be
new
blown
water
Allison
works
to
gee
the
pattup,
iows that the
erns in cape and If you get one made by
crime two men were spent solely for A. T. Hannett.
cloth
hate. They're
tiat at the appointed time to pull that
Hart Schaf fner & Marx
"Snappy."
run away from the spot where they had planned to meet, the
men were fired upon and made their escape, because the Alli
TO THE DEPTHS OF INGRATITUDE
it will show that you
son water works was not blown up Democrats are sorely disap
have good taste; that
John J. Emmons, first running for the legislature as the
pointed and don't feel that New Mexico received anything for
law.
services
of
martial
the
Democratic convention, now running
take pride in your
nominee of the
General Brown has evidence as to the plot to blow up the for county commissioner at the dictation of his political boss,
clothes; that you value
great smoke stack at Mine No. 5, also evidence as to the plot A. T. Hannett, is also running against Gregory Page and The
to blow up the C. N. Cotton wholesale warehouse, and muc Gallup State Bank. When Emmons left The Gallup State
your personal appearBy the way
evidence of other plots that had been planned, but because Bank he secured the signature of Mr. Page to a letter, said
We have a new lot of
ance. Save your money
Hose for
soldiers were put on guard at those places and prevented the letter telling about certain qualifications of Emmons. Copies
Holeproof
men and women, in
too, because it will wear
blowing up of the property, as well as preventing the blowing of that letter have been distributed among voters of McKinley
silk, wool, silk and
wool,
.up of Allison water works, Democrats are howling about. the county, presumably as an endorsement of Emmons by Page.
so long.
"It wears and wears"
cost of maintaining martial law at Gallup. Had the water Probably the only reason that Emmons ever received the nomWe have a Hart Schaff-ne- r
works at Allison been blown up, the smoke stack at Mine No ination as a Democratic candidate for the legislature was be.6 blown up, and the C. N. Cotton wholesale warehouse been cause of the fact that he had been connected with The Gallup
& Marx model that
blown up, and other plots carried out, some of which would State Bank.
YOU will like.
have cost lives, not to mention the utter destruction of muc
While Gregory Page can take care of himself, and while
valuable property, Democrats might have felt that they had Mr. Page never
to
his signature
anything only with
received their money's worth. As for The Gallup Herald and his eyes open, weplaces
$35, $45, and $50
dare say that at the time Mr. Page signed
the McKinley" county Republican organization, we feel amply that letter there were some things he did not know, and we
others
paid for the cost of martial law at Gallup and in McKinley dare say that at that time Emmons had not started his tirade
county during that strike period, and the fact that guards pre against The Gallup State Bank and Mr. Page, employing the
vented the destruction of much valuable property is sufficient same
$25 to $40
language against Page that he employed against A. T.
for Us to commend the Republican State Administration, Gov Hannett.
With these facts in mind, there was no crime com
ernor Mechem in particular for the prompt establishment of mitted by Mr. Page in
signing that letter. Then for Emmons
martial law, even had the cost been twice $77,000.00
to use the letter for political purposes in his campaign for
'
The first lesson taught the Gallup Democratic administra county commissioner places Emmons at the bottom of the
depths
tion by the soldiers who were under General Brown was how to of ingratitude.
make bootleggers pay money into the town treasury. As this
It is also to be noticed that Emmons had J. W. Chapman
; lesson interferred with a number of Democrats who are in the to
that the copy of the Page letter is a true copy.
THE MEN'S SHOP
acknowledge
'bootlegging business, Gallup has not repeated the raid have under
Chapman's notarial seal. Had there been 17,000 other
not fined any more bootleggers.
Besides showing how easy it was to catch bootleggers and notary publics in Gallup, Emmons would have sought Chap
man to acknowledge the document, and had Chapman re
. make them help pay some of the expenses of the town adminis
this acknowledgement no doubt Emmons would have re
fused
tration, many automobile licenses were collected and the money
to Governor Mechem for the purpose of havturned to the proper department of the State Treasury, the ported the matter
TURNING OVER EVERY STONE
commission
revoked.
ing
Chapman's
county receiving its proportionate part.
purpose of Emmons in his usine this let
It is something very remarkable that the soldiers them ter isThe adominable in
the aboninable language he has been
only exceeded
County Democratic candidates are even guilty of solicitselves behaved so manly during: all those days of tedious tasks,
votes among our colored people. The stuff
that some of
and that the very few disturbances on their part were so few so energetically using against The Gallup State Bank and Ore- - ing
the
candidates
hand
gory
Page.
our
colored
voters
shows
that the
that the matter is hardly worth mentioning. The soldier boys
ure out after every vote Possible. Not being satisfied
were oi New Mexico just like our own home boys. Their be
the style of Tammanv rinlitiVa ns nraptiVoH in ftallnn hv
MARKED COPY: The Albuquerque Herald sends us a
havior was just like our boys. Many of them members of our
best families. In a bunch of coldiers it is next to impossibility marked copy, the article showing that a school superintend- - the system of employing street walkers who are paid to talk
street
to have each individual behave just as "mother would have ent of Raton is actively campaigning. for John Morrow for Con Democratic politics, and employing others on
gress, Morrow being the president of the Raton school board. work, the garbage wagon being full and sometimes more than
tnem."
ot street employees, all just to pick up garbage and shovel
If $77,000.00 is the total cost of maintaining martial law Mr. Morrow has made it known that he was in favor of takine- lull
school system out of politics from top to bottom. m street filth, now they are out after our colored voters.
lor (jralllup during a time when many men were fired with pre the entire
Eiven in XNew Mexico counties where Democrats have had
Judice and passion the prevention of the destruction of the rsow, a scnooi superintendent, teacmng school under Morrow's
HiatVonphiserl in even
Allison water works, the smoke stack at Mine No. 5, the C. N presidency, is campaigning for Morrow for a political office. charge for years, colored nennle
Cotton wholesale warehouse, and the sauelchincr of other nlots However, Mr. Morrow and his school superintendent had just way possible disfranchised by intimidation and coersion. New
if only $77,000.00 is the cost, not to take into account the monev as welln save their money and political energies Mrs. Ade'lina Mexico Constitution makes no distinction as to races, yet where
will be elected to Congress by an overwhelm- uemocrais nave had long control of affairs
colored
collected by the soldiers and turned in to the State Treasury, if
they treat
with This
people with all the rare hatred tw Vn nBr.
just $77,000.00 is all, then we are more than many times over ing majority.
same thing is true of Democrats
s
towards our
77,ooo.oo better off.
in counties where the Democrats have had long control.
THE
TRUTH: It appears now that the Democratic rnn.
General Brown did more : Immediately after the establish
and colored people are treated with the
ment of martial law here he had men go out and check up on vention that nominated Hinkle as their candidate for Governor same
degree of race" hatred Vv Ttumnnrarci in nur Democratic
the food supply situation in New Mexico, a ndfound out that the made a grave mistake: that they expected to conduct a Aeopnt counties.
If the Democrats get control of McKinley county
and with this in view, nominated a man whom they
greater part of the State had only about ten days sunnly. Gen campaign,
eral Brown found out that Gallup was the key to the whole sit thought to be above the petty common herd of tinhorns. It was long enough they will treat our colored people andDemocrat-vntijust exactly like they do in Mr. Hinkle's
uation, that by stopping the production of coal in the Gallup dis- said after the convention was over, had they wanted a common
are Democrats in Gallup who are going to
politician, they would have criven the nomina
trict would make it easier to stop the production of coal in other ordinary
.'"i"
to
tion
A.
T.
r
he
for
that
kJ?
Hannett,
the
0u
having
saine reason. Gallup Democrat!
coal mining districts in this State, and this would mean the
applied
job before hand
h,-in hODes that thpv nunverymot.
U.J
r,'a mintrv.
.i.u
checking of food supplies coming in over the Santa Fe or E But, A. A. Jones, Arthur Seligman, and others of the decent and as
they say,
Paso & Southwestern railroads. By this method of ascertaining crurniui democrats, saw to it that Hannett didn't et th nomi
tne food supply for New Mexico made it absolutely necessary to nation, even tho he was on the ground with John J. Emmons
AP0LPGY: Even political advertisements can get
continue tne production of coal, not only m the Gallup coa Now, Hinkle is going over the State telling people things that
van i uc iuuiiu on puonc records, mis puts Hinkle in the same
The Albuquerque Herald has issued an
in
but
other
the
districts.
The
district,
mining
eribad
blowing
mining
wun
apology
a.
an
ciass
nannett
General
j..
Attorney
Bowman for the publication in
oi
just
up wnoiesaie warehouses would have hurried food shortage
inat
of
a
paper
not
more
a
with
hna
worth than
political advertisement, said advertisement i
and brought on suffering. This was the plans to win the strike,
New Mexico Democratic Central Committee,
then for the Democrats to bemoan the cost of preventing such T. Hannett, and that tells it all.
damnable scheme is to make of the Democrats themselves
nVniagf2nGeneral Bowman. It has come to this point: Net
BUJN
to
such
heinous
crimes.
want
our
Ihe
eountv
Democrats
ub:
ca,r.?.t0, aspect the truth and publish facts should
trnvomm
parties
ffi
L
every
so
political
issue
bonds. They condemn the Republicans for
advertisement coming in for publication,
they can
But, this is not all: General Brown has in possession the
.
SuXpected,that the state Democratic Central Co
original documents snowing the names of all the Union officials, apeauinjf bo mucn money on our roads, yet ask the voters to mittei
each and every one of them signing for himself, and not one vu. mem in omce so mey can issue Donas. They know that
s.ufficient to
the truth without ha
not
would
nut
bonds,
the
by
issuing
documents
these
CenSUred
General
Brown
only
to
lor !the other, '1L
befre beiD
re
petitioning
.
..... ...
i .
main nere wun ine soldiers until tne strike period was over. would mean the spending of more money on our roads than the
The Gallup Herald has copies of these documents. Now, for a Republicans are doiner. The thinkinc neonle
bunch of Democratic speakers and Democratic advertisement Our citizens are seeing the chicanery of the Hannett Demo- of the??i??IES:D.urin the last few days, daily pPg
r
writers to peddle their stuff m places where they seem to think crats. The Hannett ticket will be defeated bv the hi oo of it4-jj.l4..,nnta
the facts will not be made known, is a double-cros- s
act of the ever given the Republican ticket.
statLSff? ockratic campaign committee made so many
Democrats which is enough to cause every honest and right
ab?u.t4the.RePublican candidates and the State
on that frm
tv, rest of the
ininiung union Labor advocate to turn away from the Demo
SENATOR JONES: Senator Jones is in favor nf a
wiU
eirtime
cratic party in holy disgust.
be
taken
issuin
on New Mexico wool, but a
ooeSJt
UP
liffi,,a
for every other State
We are prepared to tell more about this matter, if needs be He told the
slanderos
thlir
printing
stuff
been
have
of
they
he
voted
for a tariff on wool'
Gallup that
but we leave these facts for our good right thinking people to and when a people
yv.lISeent8VWhen the McKinley County Democrat.
New England manufacturer wanted him to vote for
.deliberate over. " This campaign has been made to suffer the a tariff on
their falsifying tirade The Gallup
he told the New England manufactur
greatest burden of deliberate lies and political buncome that er : No . Jones is some ande-worPuTfkiSklLt0"1!
them into court. Th
Kd
Lofcial-alas a nolitician pto
as
in
has
had
undure
the history of New Mexico. or a tariff on New Mexico wool he hones to o-iret th
any campaign
f"o, wen as cupped a iew in
.
w feathers
It is time for all
citizens to act and act quickly. The XT
rxew Mexico
wooi erowers. tie voted azainst a tar ff ,,vo
oi,n
Democrats are playing on the prejudices of the masses, and they shears because he wants sheep-sheaby Ger
a voter
nave iaisuiea every issue mat nas Qeen presented to tne voters. many, xnow, it some ot Jones' friends manufactured
will tell us how Jones doesn'?wIAfXirIn this day and time in New Mexico
vote.
to
can compromise the matter between a tariff on wnnl and ot membeAn
Bj
receipt in order
.
.
.
- ame I.'
ON THE JOB : It was The Gallup Herald and the county J.Lnenenmen nave torn mis Demo
RennKiiVoT
urae aiiow uermany to mane our .
s
nie
we
in
nreMnrta
officials who called A. T. Hannett and his henchmen into court will undertake to tell Jones that if his
8 aiKlul not A.
e
lo i.n
ieu BUt" "
cratic precinctq
to prove their malicious charges. Hannett tried to squirm out applied to wool there would be no sheep-shear- s
in the
cf the investigation, and it was The Gallup Herald that forced United States. Vote for Davis, a man who willneeded
vnta t
to appear before the State's appointed tect all United States
tin and his henchmen
Com2KP,D:-T- he
County
McKinley
products as against the cheap and
Mea?trt-rlokelanothe"favoritism
that the citizens of McKinley county might get
r
charge
against
products of GermAnv remember that, tho" lahnfin.
awwViiUg 111(114 whi?h
tntth.
Cornwall J?
GalluP
his
in
l:The
much
Undertaking
gets
higher wages "by the system of protection.
,
the
TcoJm
is
KJhVi
at
assessed
only $22,150-00and
Pcipal,
sold, no doubt,
for at least ?75,000.00.
(
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and Happenings

Gallup News

fro! n Timirn
e COLLINS

AND PERSONALS.

LOST Federal Non-Ski- d
Cord tire
between Gallun and Rnmnh hriHcra 19
Salt miles south of town size 36x4 2
an overland trip to
of Reward if delivered to A. Vander-wagoHe is routed by way

?r

R M. Proctor return--

'

1

va--

1

Li.

In Bowie they
Utives,

Buy it at the Army Store.

ioneerresident9.

buying

Episco-L?-

Buy it

&

n"

'

at

the Army Store.

Adv.

Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Prewitt, of Baca
were in Gallup Wednesday. Mr,
Mr. Prewitt was in on business connected with his trading store, while
Mrs. rrewitt visited her parents, Mr,
and Mrs. E. Willmunder.

you'll make a profit by
investing in some of our

thoroughly investigated
properties.

Krchild

,

Make note of the Rex Theatre program as published in this issue every night presents something worth
seeing.

A year from now you
may be able te figure
out your loss. Today
you can figure that

Buy it at the Army Store. Adv.
of
Uf and Mrs. C. M. Chapman,
oui
Colorado, have Dougnt
Miss Margaret Griffen, who has
'
Tailoring Co., of Gibson. been contined
to her bed for several
home
in
to make their
Ttey expect
days is able to be back on duty at
the Gallup American Coal Company
!
C. G. Fitzger-I- d oil ice.
K.

fy

Adv.

i

V

LATER

Adv.

of

standard
The regular every-da- y
Store
trices of shoes at the Paris Shoe
ire lower than the prices as given by
other dealers in their special sales.
I

Buy

at

it at

the Army Store.

Alton Smith has accepted a job
the K. and M. Drug btore toun

tain.

New Method Cleaners, Dyers and
Hatters. All work strictly guaranAdv.
teed. We call for and deliver. Phone
307. Adv.
"j Charles E. Hall, secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce, of Durango,
Mrs. W. H. Collins is entertaining as
Colorado, registered at the El Navajo her house
guest, Mrs. M. B. Pugh, of
Mr. Hall is in Gallup on
on Thursday.
Albuquerque.
official business.
See our line of chairs, at right
n
Hiss Zita Jones has accepted a
Furniture
prices.
as stenographer with the MontRoat building, next to JenKan-t- u Company,
gomery and Ward Company at
kins Drug Store. Adv.
City. She left for Kansas City
The little store at 308 W. Railroad
Ave., has a good line of goods. The
received a big shipment of new
prices are right. Army Store. Adv.
ihoes that will fit every pocket book
the
at
of
ind every foot
every family,
Miss Anna Camilla left Friday to
"
Paris Shoe Store and Repair
visit friends and relatives in Colorado
and California.
Make out the list of goods you want
reLebeck
Mrs.
0.
Albert
J Mr. and
and need, and be ready to visit the
While
turned to Gallup Friday.
away Bargain Store Monday, October 16,
they visited Baltimore and Cumberl- the store-plac- e
just vacated by the
and
and Md., Chicago
Washington, Lanigan Kash and Karry. Adv.
D.C.

house.

,

posi-jitio-

Watch-Us-Gro-

w

SPENCE-BURNA-

FOOT BALL BANQUET

i

Wednesday at the White Cafe,
the members of the High School foot
- ball team gave a banquet to celebrate
the winning of the first game of the
season and also in honor of Mr. Hernandez, who has resigned his position as athletic director and has accepted a 'position as Athletic Instructor in the Albuquerque schools. Plates
were laid for twenty-one- .
,:

On

P

Word has been received here of the
of Miss
in Albuquerque
Erma Spence and Mr. Walter Bur-naMrs. Burnap is a native of Martin's Ferry, Ohio. She has made many
friends here, where she taught for
two years. Mr. Burnap is assistant
postmaster of the Gallup Postoffice.
The newlyweds are spending their
honeymoon in EI Paso. They are expected home Sunday.

marriage

p.

SERWCETHArCOUND

t

CREGAR COLLINS
137 PHONE 138

XTZ

TO COURTHOUSE

The record of the McKinley County Bank
shows that it has been useful to business
It is always ready to meet the
interprises.
legitimate requirements of its customers.

If your property is worth having it
protected by an insurance policy written by this agency.
"Do it now." Phone, call or write.
Chas. W .Davis Insurance Agency,
203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 248. Adv.

I&nieyCountyBank
Gallur NewMexico
ORGANIZED 1904

is worth being

The Rex Theatre makes special effort to secure clean and highly entertaining pictures. See the program in

Real Estate is always a
good investment start
in by buying a lot. It.
will cause you to thriftily prepare for the time
when you will build a

Adv.

Enterprices

The Woman's Club met on Wednesday at the City Club. The program
was Home Economics.
Mrs. F. L
Evans demonstrated and served the
eighteen members present. A lovely
musical program was enjoyed.

this issue.

Barnard and

of Los Angeles, California are in
&Uup on business connected with the
railroad.
posed Gallup to Durango

Uccful to Dudncc3

-A

A meeting of the members of the

the
Agnes Guild,
Thursday m the home
Mrs. Popun, at
I
two children
tfn Paul Golino and
Vim returnea
and relatives m
it to old friends

ris, Wm. Bickle, F. B. Maple, J. W.
Hannett, L. R. Goehring, Findlay
Newton, W. B. Cantrell, W. E. Clarke,
H. E. Phenicie, George Hight, W. G.
Wilson, F. L. Evans, and Misses
Genevieve Glass and Martha Cooke.

WANTED
girl or woman to do
house work in a hnnrHiner hnusn.
Apply at the Defiance Coal company,
Mentmore, N. M.
lhe Hex Iheatre has booked a full
week of extraordinary pictures for
next weeK.

Inter-Trib- al

on

Repair

!'

v

YAR

Ceremonial Asyour shoe sociation was Indian
held Wednesday evening
Pans
at
the
shoes
at the court house.
Shop.--

can save 100
bJto

Italy,

Mrs. Charles McCallick, who has
been a patient at St. Mary's Hosnital
for several weeks is recovered enough
to De removeu to ner home.

Including Jack
one of
ho was at one time

,

Today

lfc-2-

Vtfm
pleasant
and Bowie
?toJZTcunniston visited
Mrs.

gg--

IBltd

n.

gftty.

jyftJT

1UHI1

Form Close Thursday Night

SS.

i

BY CRECAR

A delightful afternoon party was
that given by Miss Myrtle Tsylor in
honor of Mrs. Homer Powers on Saturday at the home of Mrs. W. E Clark.
The guests were Msdames W. H. Mor-

The Gallup Woman's Club will give
Tuesday night, October 31,
Hallo'een, and it promises to be up to
the standard of the Club's usual
a dance

The Bargain Store will
day, October 16, in the
vacated by the Lanigan
Karry. Monday will start
Read the announcement in
Adv.
store-plac-

open

Mon-

just

e

Kash

and

big sale.
this issue.

a

On Thursday the Methodist Ladies
met with Mrs. G. A. Payne to sew for
and plan a bazaar for the holidays.
Those present were Mesdames George
Hodgson, R. H. Haggard. J. W. Hend-riL. A. King, W. G. Wilson, W. B,
Johnson, J. M. Carman, Clarke King,
W. B. Cantrell, D. Rollie, Bob Roberts, L. N. Cary, J. W. Stoffer, Sting-leGraf, W. M. Bickle, Knowles, L.
R. Goehring, J. A. Watsjn.
y,

It is our business to please you and
make you feel that you are receiving
a
is
who
patMrs. Ray Simmons,
the best of treatment
Manhattan
ient at St Mary hospital is improv- Cafe. Adv.
receive
to
able
is
ing rapidly and
callers.
Tickets are out and on sale for the
Hallo'een dance for Tuesday night,
V.
GallUD
T.
in
was
Anririrh
lira
October 31, under the auspices of the
Wednesday from the Wingate Trading Gallup Woman's Club.
Post to buy supplies.
Mrs. J. W. Stoffer will entertain on
For service that counts insure your Saturday at a one o'clock luncheon in
and
furniture
life, your house, your
honor of Mrs. F. E. Aldrich.
The
auto with Cregar & Collins. Adv.
guests will be Past Matrons of the
Eastern Star.
Mr Mnrlnw has accented a nosition
Ton
Bon
established
with the newly
The Bargain Store opens Monday
Bakery, which expects to open its morning, October 16, with a big sale.
and
Golino
doors about the tenth.
Be there to take advantage of the
Mercer are the proprietors ot tnis many bargains. Adv.
new establishment.
Hallo'een night, October 31, the Gallup Woman's Club will give a dance
diamonds
three
Gold
LOST
ring with
at the City Club, music by City Club
set in platinum. Reward, see Nava orchestra.
jo Curio Co.
On'
Mrs. H. Neumann enterMm Harmon, of Denver, who acted tained Friday
the members of the P. E. O.
Union
of
the Western
as manager
and a few friends at a one o'"lock
Telegraph office while Miss Mauae luncheon.
vaca
on
her
was
ahsent
Mrwnint:t
tion, is a patient at St. Mary's Hos
Rockers, any style, from $3 up, at
the
Furniture Compital, having her tonsils removea.
pany, Roat building, next to Jenkins
rwoaors frnm $10 un. at the Watch- - Drug
Store. Adv.
Furniture LlomnanV. Roat
Store.
Jenkins
Drug
"Pomemhrflnpp" suirl tn ho a trrantar
Building, next to
Adv.
picture than "The Old Nest," will be
shown at the Strand Theatre Tuesday
Mn v S Oumm was in Gallup and Wednesday, October 24 and 25.
in Those who have seen this picture say
shopping this week. Her home is
that it makes a profound impression.
Crown roint.
'

DEI1GHTFULLY ENTERTAINED

HIMLEAHD

Put

Matrons of
On Wednesday the
S. were delightfully enter-taine- d

ECONOMY

the 0. E.

at

SANTA FE, N. M., Oct. 17. Mr.
H inkle is lavish with praises of tax
reductions for the state, but the records show that he has an opportunity
of reducing the state tax rate just two
dollars and five cents on each thousand dollars of taxable property in the
state by wiping out all the institutions of higher education, and that
after the overhead provided for by
the state constitution is taken out, he
might save another dollar an a half
on the thousand dollars by doing away
with the state school system and)
stopping all road work, both construction and maintenance.
As there is no other channel f or him
to work in, it must be accepted that
he contemplates such measures, if he
continues to withhold any further information from the voters.
It is known that he is somewhat
peeved with the school administrations, and has openly denounced the
methods followed in his own public
schools of Roswell, and that he has
spoken against the hauling of the
children to and from the school, but
as that has to do with local school
boards and independent school districts, such as exist in all municipalities, he will be in no position to accomplish anything in the way of economy
there as governor.
No one knows how or where he pro- -

one o'clock luncheon.

Thil

was the first anniversary of the or
ganization of the club, also a farewell for Mrs. F. E. Aldrich, to whom
a beautiful painting of a scene near
her home at Manuelito, was presented
her. Election of officers wu hold
the following being elected:
President, Mrs. Aldrich;
Mrs. Kemerly; Secretary, Mn.
Ketner.

Plates were laid for Mesdames F. E.
Aldrich, Ed Hart, J. M. Boyle, P. I
Evans, Palmer Ketner, Kemerly, VH
H. Morris, C. A. Carrington, S. E.
Wood. M. S. Glied, H. G. Willson and
W. R. Cregar.
WANTED Furnished apartment or
small house. N. E. Filzen, cart
Herald office.
poses to work these promised economies, because the records don't give
him any apparent opportunity, and wi
are forced to conclude that Mr. Hinklt
does not know and is just talking tax
economies and going it wild because
he knows it will be popular.
However, taxpayers are intelligent
and they know that Mr. Hinkle can nof
make himself bigger than the constitution and the laws, and they know
there will be nothing done if they put
in a democratic governor.

"Pop" felt like Atlas-- He
supported the world

10-7- 2t

Only the largest and best companies are represented by this agency,
assuring you or prompt and satisfactory settlement in case of loss. Chas.
Perry E. Coon and W. B. Johnson W. Davis Insurance Agency. Phone
went duck hunting to Mariana Lake 248. Adv.
Thursday. They brought in a bag of
fifteen ducks.
B. B. Hanger, of Albuquerque, representing the Diamond Coal Co., was
On Wednesday afternoon Mrs. J. M. in Gallup on business Wednesday.
Boyle and Mrs. Sam Brown entertained the Woman's Circle of the CongreMr. Kelsey, of the Ramah Trading
gational church.
After a pleasant Company was in town Wednesday on
social afternoon a delicious two course business.
luncheon was served to twenty-fiv- e
guests.
Cheer Up: All through the rainy
season ladies' and gents' suits pressed
Shoes for flat feet, broken arches, for 50 cents, we can lor ana ueuver.
er deformed feet at the Paris Shoe T,nnn 5fi7 Afcr
Store and Repair Shop.
Adv.
Robert Carrigan, of Granada was in
Gallup on business weanesaay.
, Mrs. F. E. Aldrich and Mrs. M. A.
vrumm expect to leave soon for San
hnnf nvarlnnU tn rpnd the announce
Diego, where they will make their ment of the sale at the Bargain Store,
future homes.
as Dublished on page eight ot tnis
issue. Adv.
..And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into
Mr. H. S. Gleid spent Sunday at
the lake of Fire. Rev. 20:15.
Danoff3.
See the display of fine shoes at the
Paris Shoe Store and Repair Shop.
'
Adv.

tf

Watch-Us-Gro-
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Beds, all styles and makes, from $3
Furniture
up, at the
JenCompany, Roat building, next to
Adv.
kins Drug Store
Mrs. Bob Wyper is home from a
pleasant visit to El Paso.
Watch-Us-Gro-

w

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Gallaher and
three children are newcomers in Gallup, coming here from El Paso. Mr.
Gallaher represents the Armour Packing Co.

Take a seat at one of
over our menu list,
The only exclusive Insurance agency don't find what you want,
Chas. w. uavis insurance we will get it tor you.
in Gallup.

Agency, phone 248.
nue. Adv.

203 W. Coal Ave-

look

Cafe.

Adv.

our tables,
and if you
teli us and
Manhattan

Vincent Biava is planning to leave
a rorrincrt.nn is moving in soon for Ecquador, South America.
at...,
ranch.
to Gallup from the Carrington
Joy, laughter, heartaches and tears,
She will maKe ner nome nere m
shown impressively and told vividly
future.
Of all things human love remains
One of the nicest dry goods stores the same from the cradle to the grave
Y.
bv
nit,,n koa lust- Viepn ntiened va and continues in memory long after
death. See "Remembrance" at the
recently
Younis in the store-plac- e
cated by the Lanigan ft.asn anu n.arry. Strand Theatre Tuesday and WedRead the announcement in this issue. nesday, October 24 and 25- o
Adv.
Matresses from $1 up to $5, at the
busi
Furniture Company,
Mr. Schaffer is home from a
Roat building, next to Jenkins Drug
ness trip to Pheonix.
Store. Adv.
nntipo nf the number of Deo- mid
Al Lebeck has returned to his work
their dailv
Cafe at the J. M. Connoly plant.
day lunches at the Manhattan
and you will come along. Adv.
Cook tables,
tables, of many
ivr:
M.i1i MxTWmntt. manager styles, at right dining
prices, at the
of the local Western Union Telegraph
Furniture Company, Roat
a Building, next to Jenkins Drug Store.
office, is back on the jod,
Adv.
very pleasant vacation.
Miss Evelyn Brooks spent Sunday

r

DO YOU LIKE GOOD HOME COOKED

FOOD?

Eat at

THE CANDY SHOP
REGULAR MERCHANTS' LUNCH
11:30 a. m. to 2 p. m.

Watch-Us-Gro-

5:30 p. m. to 8 p. m.

TRY OUR SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNER
12 noon to 2 p. m.f 5:30 p. m. to 8 p. m.

Sandwiches and Hot Drink

at

Real Coffee With Whipped Cream

w

aer

ti,o Manhattan (late feeds a great
manv people every day there is a
reason. Adv.
The little store at 308 W. Railroad
Ave., has a good line of goods. The
are right Army Store. Adv.

Miss Nellie Billings returned
day from Los Angeles, where
spent her vacation.

ThUU

FOR SALE Household goods, including dining and bedroom furniture,
beds, dresser, phonograph, range and
heater, utensils, etc. Call at 614 South
Second St.

"Pop
Played by
Claude

f.

List your "For Sale" property with
and
she us for real service. If your price Creterms are right, we do the rest
gar & Collins. Adv,

Sun-

dif-

Heating stoves, cook stoves,
Lt. Col. J. V. Kuznick of the De- ferent makes and styles, at right
Interior has been at
Furnifartment of thechecking up looking to
prices, at the
ture Company, Roat building, next to
converting that rort to mat oi an
Jenkins Drug Store. Adv.
Indian school, which will be done in
time. This will give one of the greatFOR - SALE Business bargain, fine est
Indian schools in the United
store
corner, brick, glass front, V.
9. States.
building. Gallup, N. M,. Write,
Clark, Box 464.
w

I

at the Prather ranch.

WANTED
Stenographer w an t s
Misses Euphie Prather and Leona
work of mornings. Address, P. O. Wood are attending the Sacred Heart
Box 924, city.
School,

Watch-Us-Gro-

All Times

i
.

Tl.

prices

yE SERVE
Real Chile and
Hot Tamales

DO9UR

w

Watch-Us-Gro-

SUPPER A LA CARTE

Myh

WILL

.yJl

It's a
Big
QoldwyA

Picture

GjJJingwater

Al22cei

STRAND THEATRE
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
October 24 tuid 23
Without Doubt The Greats TUlurs
Shown bGdlo
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morning, 9:45, the school will show a
moat beatiful travelogue motion picture film of "The Holy Land." The
general public is invited to view this.
Day
Af eleven o'clock "Shut-In- "
will be observed and all who ordinarily
because
are unable to come to church,
ot physical infirmities, will be the
special guests. A car will gladly be
provided lor an n iney win can ur.
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GEORGES CLEMENCEAU
Back in Paria at the outbreak of MRS. ADELINA

-

remarked a French
j,?
3B wo had challenged him,

7

the

X
OTERO-WARRE-

N

Stark before Saturday night, number
315. The sermon theme will De: "ine
Piv Takers" and will be especially
appropriate for the occasion.
Sundav afternoon the Church will
have an Every Member Social Visita
tion, calling on tne nomes in tne city
parish. All are asked to remain at
home until the team for their district
haa called. The ten members of the
five teams will be entertained at lunch
Sunday at 12:30 by the pastor and
his wife in the Manse. This is the
first Visitation this fall although several were arranged during last year.
The "Worth While" Service Sunday
evening at 7:30 will be unusually attractive. The six reel colossal photoplay of humanity "Satan's Scheme"
will be shown. For months the church
has tried to book this film, but was
unable to do so until recently. It is
therefore with much pride that it presents this feature next Sunday night.
Press and pulpit alike have only the
warmest commendation for this film.
The general public is cordially invited
to be present and a lartre crowd should
be present to see it.
The Church is presenting an elab
orate entertainment at McGaffeys
next Monday night, and on Wednesday
evening, Dy special request, the pastor is planning to preach at the mill.
The Service Club of the Church
have postponed their meeting for one
week because the president, Mrs. A.
H. DeLong will be absent from the
city. The meeting will, therefore, be
held a week from Tuesday.
Wednesday evening there will be a
chorus rehersal at the home of Mr.
T. C. Poison under the able direction
of Mrs. L F. Roat, All who can sing
are invited to be present.
One of the most helpful and impressive "Worth While" Services was the
one last Sunday evening when "The
Pilgrim's Progress" was shown in four
reels; Mr. Barngrover Rave a banjo
solo and Mrs. Roat a vocal one; and
Mr. C. B. Redick gave an address on
"The Ideal Church."
This address
created a big impression, and is printed elsewhere in this issue.
Monday night the pastor showed the
two reel film: "When the Elks Come
Down" before the local Elks Lodge.
The Corenth Company entertainment at the Kitchen Opera House on
Tuesday evening attracted a good
crowd and a nice sum was realized for
the paving bill of the church.
Dr. G. W. Hinman of San Francisco,
Cal., was the guest of Dr. L. A. Stark
for a few hours Tuesday. Dr. Hinman is the Western Secretary for the
Congregational American Missionary
Association. While here Rev. Stark
secured Dr. Hmman for the State con

war, Clemen-ceaj Net A KJSer
aa mayor of the Montmartre
Republican Candidate For
aided in establishing the rernra France," replied the district,
Representative In Congress
when Napoleon
was over
CLeneaau, "ao I shan't kill public
J
or even wound you where it will thrown.
From that time forward he figured
i. J "' rooihotpermanently."
politics, at the same time
the officer in th lee, actively in as
la
a physician and work- MRS. OTERO-WARRE- N
practicing
X
tie knee.
ing hard as a newspaper man, foundwu bora in 1841, at ing,
in succession, the journals La
e waa eau- trance.
Le Bloc and L'Aurore,
Justice,
IN THE FIELD OF
fin-iut
lr"dai,course having
4 (!
Us medical
Active in Politics
at Nantes,
j
t - up w rane lor lurther studies. In 1876 he was elected to the ChamWai during tbe regime of
ber of Deputies, serving until 1893, EDUCATION
III, and the young man's
when the Panama Canal scandal drove
ideas Involved him in bo nim mtp temporary retirement. This
EiiKh trouble that, In 1865, he was blew over at length and m 1902 he was
exCed to the United States, where elected a
deputy again. In 1906 he be
n
Mrs.
is both a worker
ta lived for four years, at first try came premier
and minister ot tne into
medicine
fcg
and, failing, terior, remaining in the cabinet un- for education and a working educapractice
teaching French. He married Miss til 1909.
tor. She has demonstrated practical
IJary Hummer, a New York girl, with
When the World War broke out
in both fields of
,whoai he lived happily for many years, he did not continue satisfied long with ability to get results
fter the couple had grown a family, the manner in which the French gov- endeavor. For many years she has
i.me. Clemenceau, angered by the
ernment was waging its campaign and worked to improve the state's public
which she complained her
opened a fierce fire of criticism thru school system. Her work has been done
more than middle-age- d
husband his
L'Homme Libre, or
the people and before legislawas paying to other women, divorced The newspaper,
Free Man. This publication was among
where it ha3 counted
committees
tive
Later
he
married
a Parisienne. forced by the authorities to suspend,
fin.
but Clemenceau, not to be silenced, in results. The county unit school la-immediately established a new one, county boards of education, practical
L'Homme Echaine, or The Chained
county high school establishment the
Man, and pressed his crusade more
school term.Jiigher teaching
vicorouslv than ever.
So fully did the country indorse his standards and better salaries for
views that, in 1917, by popular ac- - teachers, all have had her active aid.
claim the premiership and portfolio
When the vacant office of superin- of war were placed in his hands.
It was by "The Tiger", that thejtendent of Santa Fe county schools
Franch campaign was brought to a; was offered her by appointment, she
victorious finish. It was by the same accepted because the saw an
ts
old man that his country's tunity to better rural school
were represented at the tions then greatly in need of
School buildings were out
conference.
Some have since provement.
said that he drove too hard a bar-- ; of repair or inadequate. The school
gain that he had always uppermost funds were involved, school warrants
in the mind the advantage of France were unpaid and the schools were
rather than the utimate trood of the heavily in debt. Teaching standards
world.
Public interest and co- were low.
;operation were lacking.
Truest of Patriots
Foot of
But at any rate nobody questioned
rural
Today the state has no better
. "
. , .... - .. . U . ..
.J
4
.1
till ho
inA ivi Uiic ucciiicu
ra- bviiuuis .1
uv otuwj
man Liiue ,jii oauiH
re
vuuniy.
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in.
i
svuLiaa iu we weuare 01 nia country
arranis are paid promptly, scnool
that, first, last and all the time, he credit is restored. School buildings are
If these is trouble, look under
was a patriot of the truest blue.
modern and in repair. County high
the surface at the soles of your
Clemenceau
not only represented schools are flourishing. An
but
conthe
school
France,
nurse is kept busy. Only first
hoes.
presided at
peace
ference. He was wounded in the shoul-- 1 grade teachers are employed.
They
If you have racking pains
der, while the conference was still in are adequately paid. There is a
throughout your body, don't
a
bullet
him
fired
at
by
get balance of $27,000 and the people
attribute them to rheumatism
by the anarchist Emile Cottin, in an of every district display interest and
his
life.
attempt upon
and other ailments, but look to
pride in their schools.
All these things he brushed aside
shoes.
Are
soles
your
your
as of little importance. He finished1 Thl? '? the1rtsult of less th,an ,four
worn? Are your heels worn
his work, and in 1920, laying down yeaTS of, work by 8 woman who. hav-th- e
'
means to permit
down on one 'side 7
premiership just as he was turn- - mg,.?mpLe Prsonalana
social amuse- leisure
ing KO. ret red to snpnd hi fpw ro. B
Send them to us. We have
has
chosen
lead the life of
to
ment,
in
life.
maining
years
private
the most modern and
a worker in that field in New Mexico
o- where sympathetic understanding and
machinery ia our repair shop,
wisely directed effort are most needand thus you may be sure of
ed.
SLIGHTLV
the
utmost
satisfacreceiving
FUMY
n
Mrs.
believes in adetion from your ahoes after they
d
How
quate salaries for teachers. She has
have been repaired by us.
secured payment of such salaries in
ha la
her own county administration. She
Don't aay that)
that his believes in efficient teachers and deaay
mands that no other be employed in
llmba have drift
the schools she directs. She helievps
d apart.
that no further increase in taxes for
F. A. MAZZA, Prop.
school administration should be imposed upon the ceoDle and that
ful economy and more efficient school
administration must be the means for
maintaining
adequate schools Rut
she believes also, that aid should he 1
given by the federal government thru
(further grants of public lands for
school maintenance and she believes
jthat such grants can be obtained from
congress by sustained effort and
presentation of New iMexico's
1
situation and necessities.
It is significant that Mrs. Otm-n- .
Warren has never failed in any under
lining mr tne puouc wellare to which
she has set her hand.
Partisan political opponents hoot at
the idea that a lone New Mexico wo
man representative can secure from
congress a further grant of land to
lift from the taxpayers a part of the
burden
no eoraige.
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At the Church School hour Sunday

?

.

CgyCSZCATIONAL
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ference next spring as Rev. Stark will
be the Moderator of the Conference
and as such a member of the program
committee. Mnndkv Dr. Stark nerfornted
the marriage ceremony for Mr. P. C.
Kramer and Miss Freda Dietrich, both
of Denver, Colo.
x Wntiful feature of the "WORTH
WHILE" Service this coming Sunday
L.
night will be the vocal solo by Mrs.
F. Roat.
It is entitled: "Harmony"
acby Teresa Del Riego and will be
companied by Mrs. T. C. Poison at the
orean and Mrs. 1 A. oiarn av uie
piano.
Wo are verv sorry to note the re
and Mrs.
moval of Mrs. Aldrich
Oumra to California. Many social
affairs are being held in their honor
this week.
-

Tt.

STANDARDIZE

L"

The man who doesn't know
he is going isn't getting
any

It never ocurs to f
they could reduce their debtsTS?
ing a little.

Fresh Shipment
JOHNSTON'S
CANDIES

HOFFMAN'S
HAND DIPPED

(Prepared by the United St tee Department
of Airlr.ulture.)

Greater standardization of practice
In the design and construction of highway bridges is urged by the bureau of
piblle roads of the United States DeIt Is bepartment of Agriculture.
lieved that there Is no sound reason
for the amount of variation In specifications that now exists and that It
results In greater cost of bridges. State
offlclitls take the same view as the bureau and a committee composed of
bridge engineers has been appointed
by the American Association oj State
Highway Officials to consider the matter.
."Manual of Practice" Is being
the
prepared", which will represent
best thought on the subject arid" which
l
Is Mliy'gil wll be accepted by all
tbe"suae highway deportments.
TM
only will th adoption of such a manual lMlj ii the, Whjing of bfldges of
good (Wen, but It will aiso miilie possible a saving in money, as bridge
companies will not be culled upon to
meet so much variation in design.
Many a young girl resembles
mother because they dress alike.
The knows always have it.

,L

Knowink thyself isn't inik
unless you can convince othanT

BRIDGE DESIGN

No Sound Reason for Amount of Variation in Specltlcatloni That Now
Exist In Building.

CHOCOLATES

and
WHITMAN'S
BOX CANDIES

at
JENKINS DRUG
STORE

her

o

20 lbs. FAMILY WASH
For $1.25
We Wash, Rinse, Blue, Wring and Return to You Damp the
Entire Family Wash

the

Vl

POINTERS

Gallup Steam Laundry
PHONE
166.

Trade with the

T

.

.

all-ye-

,
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Otero-Warre-

AND GET THE BEST MEATS THAT MONEY CAN BUY
Prompt Delivery

Phone 64

bow-legge-

CITY ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP

Hendershott & Sawyer

n.

?

feedtoyoure
the

ser-jio-

cms

of school maintenance.
But
Mrs.
led the fight
which brought equal suffrage to New
Mexico women in advance of the national amendment.
She led the. fiirht
which rsulted in establishment of the
state health and welfare department,
nuii uua savea inousanas of lives
and bettered living conditions in every county in New MexiVn. aha lift
ed the Santa Fe county school
system from its demoralized condition
and made it one of the best in th
state.
Otero-Warr-

After You've Fed Your Summer Straw Hat
to the Cows

FEED YOUR FACE
at the

WHITE CAFE

Heretofore further land grants for
public Schools havo nnlv hw
talked about. Mrs.
n
proposes to work for such a grant with
every source at her command.
The
parents of New Mexico. mnfr-nntawith duty to children on one hand and
heavy tax burdens OT1 tht fit Hai ohniilrl
give her the opportunity to try. She
will succeed.
Political Adv.
OUr

Otero-Warre-

The Rhip of

Costs Ycu Lex and You Get the Best .
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WATCH
My Windows for

(DIAL
Sales and Real Bargains
EVERY

Tuesday and Friday
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Mora, 1921
Mora, 1916

19.13
14.91

54.41
52.91

Otero, 1921
Otero, 1916

24.82
7.70
Catron, 1921
Catron, 1916 (Not organized)

24.09

43.39

6.94
14.06

13.46

16.45

14.74

11.14

8.55
19.95

8.02
11.77

20.25
6.55

63.18
61.73

Quay, 1921
Quay, 1916
Rio Arriba, 1921
Rio Arriba, 1916

7.89

23.14
34.34

14.68

16.13

7.45

15.19

.30

70.26
65.10

Roosevelt, 1921
Roosevelt,

7.03
14.30

12.34
16.78

14.33

18.00

7.10
16.60

9.27

15.87

17.59

57.27

Sandoval, 1921
Sandoval, 1916
San Juan, 1921
San Juan, 1916
San Miuel, 1921

9.36
20.05

26.34
21.46

21.30
16.65

43.00
41.84

7.03
12.30

19.69

23.72

15.00
8.07

55.91

20.70

17.50
9.64

53.61
41.64

1921

Colfax, 1916

Curry, 1921
Curry, 1916
De Baca, 1921

County

$6.90
12.69

$16.94

8.78

17.68

16.64

15.54

29140

vvav

tion

De Baco, 1916 (Not organized)

Dona Ana,

Dona Ana, 1916

8.18
17.60

Eddy, 1921
Eddy, 1916

12.75

1921
.

7.81

3

O

$61.12
49.52

Colfax,

a

3

H

$15.04
8.39

Chaves, 1921
Chaves, 1916

S3

u

High

Bernalillo, 1921
Bernalillo, 1916

2

E
0
tabulation shows the division
Educa- -

State

-

Est

The following
of the taxpaper's $100 for different purposes in
every county in the state for 1921 and 1916. It
includes all general purpose taxes, but does not
include city, school district building, or other
special taxes, for either of these years.

"El

S

SI i I"

18.27

30.27
17.10
18.82

2.41

56.57
49.72

14.80

60.29

16.98
8.71

J-'- -

19-1-

State

County

High- -

7.21

19.79

way

tion

16.20

25.83

21.93
10.89

51.07
47.08

7.77

19.22
21.02

14.72

588

14.30

6

San iMigfuel, 1916

,

8.19
16.64

32-Ot- S

7.89

9.70
7.82

Educa-

56.79
63.15
60.06
57.29
39.83
66.30
61.10

58.28
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A TRUE REP-

JONES VOTES
AGAINST

THE

RESENTATIVE

SERVICE MEN

21, 1922

HINKLE INKLES
BUT HE IS MINUS

FOR CONGRESS

Quoting from the Roswell News,
democratic, under date of October 9th,
1922, we read in the editorial column
elected for the following reasons:
and under the head "Editorial Brain
"1st His record cf unvarying
of
cause
the
to the
Leaks," the following:
men."
"Without room for the sugges"Let's see the Books."
tion of a single sidestep James
The Congressional Record shows
F.
Inkle democratic candidate
That on August 28, 1917 Senator
for governor of New Mexico, has
Hardwick offered an amendment to
his stand. That stand is a
taken
the Revenue Bill (H. R. 428) then
firm one from which neither he
pending providing free postage for
nor his party to which he belongs
our soldiers while in foreign councan move with honor. In all of
tries; on this amendment
his addresses of the campaign, the
JONES VOTED NO.
candidate flatly declares he will,
if elected, give to this State a
That on October 4, 1917 Senator
regime that will bringi down taxes
Snioot offered three amendments to
for one thing."
the War Risk Insurance Bill (H. R.
VK
The first providing a general
5722).
The title of this column "Brain
increase in pension rates for widows
Leaks" is unquestionably appropriate
to $25.00 per month
and we truly believe that the editor
JONES VOTED NO.
of this splendid little democratic organ
really knows that the name of the
The second Smoot amendment
democratic candMate to whom be reprovided an increase in pension rates
fers is Hinkle instead of Inkle. We
for widows of the Civil, Spanish, and
assume that the absence of the "h"
Phillipine wars to $25.00 per month
in the spelling of this name is but a
JONES VOTED NO.
typographical error. We may be
wrong and in that case perhaps the
The third provided an increase
editor is simply uncorking a little huin pension rates for widows of the
mor. The latter supposition we would
World War.
believe correct provided we were sure
JONES VOTED NO.
OTERO-WARREADELINA
that the editor of the News had
listened attentively to any one of the
That on February 8, 1918 Senator
Republican Candidate for U. S.
recent campaign speeches of the deFrelinghuysen offered an amendment
House of Representatives
mocratic candidate, for in none of
to the Post Office appropriation bill
his talks does he do anything but
A native daughter of New Mexico,
R. No. 13506) providing that
"
soldiers be paid the same as civilians having been born October 23, 1881, "inkle.
at Los Lunas, Valencia County. Mrs.
inkles at the problems of
Hinkle,
when employed on road construction
Otero-Warre- n
was educated in privJONES VOTED NO.
taxation, inkles at construction costs
ate schools of Vew Mexico and comand everythng else. He has menpleted her. education in the Academy
tioned innumerable things which he
That on January 27, 1920 a comof the Sacred Heart, in St. Louis.
would remedy, if elected governor, but
mittee1 amendment! was offered to
In 1917 she was appointed school never yet
has he told an audience how
the Army and Navy pay oill (S. B
he would do it.
No. 3383) providing an increase for superintendent of Santa Fe County;
the army, and navy marine corps. serving through the unexpired term,
He inklcd slurringly at the State
she was elected to the office in 1918
an
submitted
Trammel
Senator
Highway Department when he told his
and attain in 1920. Her successful adaudience
amendment to the committee a:ner.d-inethat those engineers conto make the increase 30 per cent ministration of that office has attracta road through a certain lake
ed statewide attention. She has been structed
instead of 20 per cent
in Roosevelt countyy at a cost of $25,-00- 0
engaged in public welfare work for
when
could have
JONES VOTED NO.
around
many years, was Chairman of the the lake they
for $500. He gone
didn't know-tha- t
committee of the New
concost
legislative
of
the
that
indisputable
For verification of all of the above
Mexico Federation of Women's Clubs. struction as recorded in the records
statements see the Congressional Ke
wat
but
led
tI9.0O
state
state
for
but
ftsrht
and
the
the
of
niffrase
cord .
Jus
re-

if' 4

OF NEW MEXICO

TRUE FACTS

The Santa Fe New Mexican says

that Senator Jones should be

HILL A RESIDENT

s

N

,H.

SIXTEEN YEARS
Quoting from the Swastika, a democratic newspaper published at tes
Moines, we read in part:
"Will Mr. Hill, republican candidate for Governor please explain
why all of the automobiles used at
his
Cruces farm carry Texas
licenses instead of those of New
Mexico. We suspect that Mr. Hill
thinks that Dona Ana County is a
part of Texas. Except for his farm
in New Mexico, Mr. Hill has all
his business and human interests
in Ei

Paso."

Mr. C. L. Hill, Republican candidate for Governor, has lived for the
past sixteen years with his family in
Dona Ana County New Mexico.
There he has developed one of the
splendid agricultural farms of the
State and there he now resides with
his wife and daughter.
We do not know where the editor
of the Swastika secured his untruthful information but in order that he
may know the truth we might inform
him that last year Mr. Hill used on
his Dona Ana farm a Buick touring
car, Engine No. 572878, New Mexico
License No. 706. Mr. Hill, our next
governor, has been making good on his
Dona Ana farm and this year he purchased a Hudson touring car. Engine
No. 103,786, New Mexico License No.
36.384.

The good book tells us that we are
accountable in the hereafter for statements of the nature of these made by
the editor of the Swastika. That being the case it is no wonder that
fate has decreed hat the democratic
party be always in the minority, else
d
the space althey would
lotted for "liars" in the "land of that
great unknown."
over-crow-

nt

iBcll
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Don't Stop, Anybody

tMMnWUll

Stops ewMiM,
Som&ouE

S(MAftOM&

Stops

atott

established and more keenly felt in our
local life. It is to this high and holy

ANNOUNCEMENT
Friends,

9 Our

has
floSSrh ended' conference
and we
ippointments are made,
Jt,Tback
for another year. It has

tasK we invite you.
J. W. Hendrix,
Methodist Pastor.

great pleasure to return to
friends.
ix church and
year we
"For the successes of last who
con-m endebted to all those
Sven

me

$77,000.00

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.
ADVERTISEMENT
Sealed competetive bids will be
by the undersigned for the
leasing of the following described.
restricted allotted Indian lands for oil
and gas development, until 2 o'clock
F. M., Nov. 4, 1922, situated in
T. 15 N., R. 10 W., N. M. P. M,
Allottee
961. Mai i ya SWi Sec.2.
9fi0. Cha mah SEV4 Sec. 2.
955. A zonths pi NWy Sec. 10.
954. Galle NEV4 Sec. 10.
953. Na tath na ha ya SE4 Sec. 10
959. Joa NWtt Sec. 12.
958. Es ka son si NE1 Sec. 12
957. Es kith bi SW4 Sec. 12
956. Eth ka nes pah SEVi Sec. 12.
952. Eth ges pah NWy Sec. 14.
950. Ka nus wot. NEVi Sec. 14.
949. Be gy gy SWV Sec. 14.
951. Hot tez pah SEVi Sec. 14.
The right to reject any or all bids
is reserved.
If lease pending for the
SEy Sec. 10 and the NWy Sec. 14,
above township and range before the
Secretary of Interior is approved to
other parties than bidder, same cannot
be further considered and must be
eliminated.
If any bid is accepted, party or
parties making same will be required
to affirm that lease is made in good
faith for development and operation
and not for speculation or transfer.
Successful bidder will be required;
to pay cost of this advertisement.
S. V . Stacher.
Superintendent.
Pueblo Bonito Agency,
Crown Point, New Mex.
Oct. 20, 1922.
First Publication, Oct. 21, 1922.
Last Publication, Oct. 28, 1922.
(1297)

Stops
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LEGAL

MAKlViGt

PUBLICATIONS.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITHIN AND
FOR THK COUNTY
OF McKINLEV
AND STATE OF NEW MEXICO
The Gallup StaU Bank,
a corporation,

Plaintiff.

vs.
Lee Brazos,

No. 1921.

LEGAL PUBLICATION
the 30th day of October, 1922, to the
first day oi January, ivzs, ana any
hunting of quail of any kind in said
locality is proniDitea aunng saia period of time by any person.
Any violation of any of the provisions of the
niininllAH hv
ttTtntfrttr nrttar Rhnll
a fine of not less than $25.00 and not
more than $300.00, or by imprison
ment of not less than ten days and not
more than ninety days, or both, at the
discretion of the Court.

HERALD WANTS
ran

pai

Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
Notice is hereby (riven, that by virtue of
an order of the court dated the 2nd day of
September.
1!22, in the above entitled and
numbered cause which ia a suit or action for
ADVERTISING
RATES I
the foreclosure of that certain chattel mort-irair- e,
Per 8 point type line. It cents oaek hem
executed by the above named defendant,
words per Una. Cask aseat
Lee Brazos, as mortftairor, to the above named
The foreitoinfc order shall be pub- Countlnc
plaintiff, The Gallup State Bank, as mort-gaKe- e, lished in The Gallup Herald in 8 suc- company aider, ana be earenu so par or ass
InMrttona wanted.
bearing date, the 14th day of February,
issues, and a copy thereof
1921, and for the establishment and foreclosure cessive
of the lien of eaid mortgage upon the per- posted at the County Courthouse
of PIGEONS Red Carneaux
Squab
sonal property covered and described therein,
and in two other
and for the purpose of the appointment of a McKinley County,
raisers. Will Sell unean. inquire ox
Receiver to take into his possession immed- public places in said County.
Frank Holland, Taxi Stand, City.
THOMAS P. GABLE,
iately all of the personal property covered by
said chattel mortjcaire and to inventory, insure
Warden.
and
Game
Fish
State
TO BUY MENS CIV
WANTED
and advertise and sell the same aa may be provided by law or the further order of said (1212) 8t.
to 2.
ILIANS WORK AND DRESS SHOES
court for the satisfaction of the judirment
Second-han- d
unrepaired, but repair
heretofore rendered in the above entitled and
COURT WITHIN AND able from 2b to luuu
numbered cause, together with the judgment IN THE DISTRICT
pairs. Will do
for interest, attorney's fees, court costs, and FOR THE COUNTT OF McKINLKY AND you shoe repair work or pay you cash.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
ail other expenses and charges of said ReceivN.
Third St. Gallup
George Roklizer,
ership, and all as more fully appears from the Max Frkovich, and L. R. Ciwhring,
Trustee.
New Mexico.
lues and records in said cause, the undersign- Mark BudUellch, aometimea known aa Marko
ed Receiver will, on the 24th day of October.
hia wie,
A. M.. at Budiaelich, and Mnry Rudiaelich,
1(J22. at the hour of 10:00 o'clock
Defendants
the front door of the McKinley County Court
PROFESSIONAL
No. 1846.
vs.
House, at Gallup, In the County of McKinley
s.
Plantiffs,
and State of New Mexico, sell subject to the
RECEIVER'S NOTICE OF SALE
approil and confirmation by the court, at
Notice in hereby given, that by virtue of an iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiHiiiiiiiimiiiiRr
public vendue, to the hiirheat bidder for cash.
in one parcel, all of the personal property order of the court dated the 2nd day of Octmentioned and described in and aa covered by ober 1922, in the above entitled and numberthe aforementioned chattel mortiratze for the ed cause which, is a suit or action for the foresatisfaction of said judgment heretofore ren closure of that centain deed of trunt, made, exdered in said cau.se, in favor of plaintiff and ecuted, acknowledged and delivered
by the
;
;
against said defendant in the principal sum above named defendant, Mark Budiaelich, aa
of Seven Hundred Eighty Seven and
Over Wurm't Jewelry Store
mortiiaKor, to the above named plaintiff, Max
3
3787.50) Dollars, and together with Interest r'rkovich, aa morsragee, bearing date July 1.
M.
N.
Callup,
10
thereon at the rate of
,
per cent per annum, 1921, and for the establishment and
from the 8Ut day of December, 1921, which
of the lien of said plaintiff. Max
"
interest to date of sale amounts to the sum of r'rkovich, upon all of the property covered ffliiiiiiiiHiiMMniimiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiimiMiiiiiiiiimM
0
($65.60) Dollars, and for and described in said deed of trust, and for
Sixty Five and
the further sum of Seventy-Eigh- t
and
the appointment of a Receiver to lake Into
$78.75) Dollars, as attorney's fees and court his possession
immediately all of the aaid
coats of Ten ($10.00) Dollars and all other mortgaged property and to advertise and sell
F. W. WURM
expenses and charges of said Receivership and the same as may be provided by law, or furthe said personal property, described in and ther order of said court, for the satisfaction of
and Glasses Fitted
Examined
gratitude.
Eyes
as covered by said chattel mortgage being the judgment heretofore rendered in the above
' The new
it
more particularly described as follows,
year has already begun
: entitled and numbered caune, attorney's feea,
One White Sewing Machine.
has already past.
one Sabbath
by Specialist
It
court costs and all other expenses and charge
One Singer Sewing Machine.
in carrying out the order
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of said Receivership,
shall be the business of the pastor,
One
Hoffman
more
as
Press.
all
Steam
and
as
fully
court
of
the
aforesad,
S,
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO. ,:.
Denartment of the Interior. U.
Sunday in and Sunday out, to preach
One long
front show case.
appears in the filea and records of the above
NONE MISSING YET
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., One new glass
Kieanable extractor.
entitled and numbered cause, the aald Re- twice, at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. He
One steam engine.
"How many cylinders ahe got.
SPDt. 21. 1922.
r.jvee will, nn the 14th day of November, 1922,
will lay himself out to do his very
One steam boiler, three horse power.
at the hour of 1 o'clock A. M., at the front
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
best at this supreme job.
He will Smith?"
One steam fitted drying room, electric irons, door of the McKinley County Court House, at
"All of 'em."
count it a pnviledge to visit the homes
Armijo, of San Rafael, M. M , wno, linoleum, etc.
(iallua, in the County of McKinley, Statt of
Two large table pressing boards.
on June 14, 1918, made Addl. HomeNew Mexico, sell subject to approval and conof the people and thereby represent
Two
racks.
clothes
factory
firmation by the court, at public vendue, to
SWVi
stead Entry, No. 028319, for
LEGAL PUBLICATION
the interest of the Kingdom. Other
One Urge new heater.
the highest and beat bidaer ior casn, in one
NEVi: E
One cleaning machine.
NEy: SEVi. Section 26,
phases of the church work are re- parcel, all of the property mentioned and des
touring car. 1919 cribed in and as coverea oy ine aioremennuu
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Township 8 N., Range 10 West, N. One Overland
presented, such as, the Sabbath school,
McKinley County Bank Building
Car
101481.
No.
Motor
No.
model,
148942,
deed
of trust, for the satisfaction of the said
of
and with it are being carried on Department of the Interior, U. S. Land M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
All household goods and other fixtures and judgment made and entered in the aaid cause
Teacher-TraininOffice at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 13, intention to make three year Proof, equipment located in the McKinley County on the lHth day of April, 1922, and In the
g
class, that our force
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
to establish claim to the land above Bank Building, on Maxwell Avenue, known i.imanf m.b and entered In said cause, on
of teachers may be made more
1922.
amount
old
as
the
the
for
Carbon
Steam
in
of
1922,
2nd
he
City
October,
Laundry,
day
Notice is hereby given that Flor-enci- o described, before U. S. Commissioner, Gallup, McKinley County, New Mexico,
and new one's introduced to
then remaining due and owing said plaintiff
EDMUND R. FRENCH
this service. Too, the Womans MissionThe sum of Two
by the a foremen tioned chattel un. fri.wih
Padilla, of Seboyeta, N. M., who at Seboyeta, Valencia Co., N. M., on and covered
mortgage and more particularly described and Thousand Four Hundred Fifty One and
ary Society, with about forty members on Nov. 21, 1917 and July 8, 1921, the 10th day of November, )922.
Lawyer
set forth in that certain inventory by said 12,451.22 ) Dollars,
together witn interest
Claimant names as witnesses:
are carrying on their
Receiver, and which, on and after the 30th thereon at the rata of 6 per cent per annum Member Bar: Supreme Court Unlta4
phase of the made homestead entries, Nos. 033359
sale amounts to
Felipe Trujillo, of Grants, N. M. day of September. 1022. the Receiver will have which Inte rest, to date of
work, and among them are classes of and 034559 for lots 1, 2, 3. SEV4NWV4
States, Supreme Court of New
on file in his office at Gallup, New Mexico, for the sum of Sixteen and 76-1($16.76) Dolmission study.
and EViSW; SWSWtt, Section Luberto Gallegos, of Grants, N. M.;
Mexico.
N. the inspection of any and all prospective pur lar. anH tnr all rnurt costs accruing in aaid
San
of
Rafael,
Roman
6
15
Murietta,
N.
Then the choir has its
W.,
N.,
October
Range
30,
Township
chasers of said mortgaged property.
cause, subsequent to the aaid date of
Office: 806 Coal Avenue.
regular work
which it carries on from week to week. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in- ML; Teodocio H. Garcia, of Grants,
tach bidder before or at the time of bid 2nd. 1922. and all other expenses and charge
ding must deposit with the Receiver, a certi of said Receiver herein. The said mortgaged
There are now a dozen or more' well tention to make three year Proof, to N. M.
fled check in the amount of Two Hundred property being more particularly aeecrineu
A. M. BERGERK,
trained voices and they have their establish claim to the land above des($200.00) Dollars, payable to the order of follows,
Lot Number Two (2), of Sec'
MARTIN & CHAPMAN.
Register.
D. W. Bontems, Receiver, as evidence of good tion Twenty-fou- r
at
S.
before
U.
Commissioner,
of
time
cribed,
(24), in Township Thirteen
regular
each week.
meeting
9-to
5t.
faith, such sum to be retained by the Receiv
(13) North, Range Sixteen (16) West, N. M.
o service can ever be
with- iSeboyeta, Valencia Co., N. M., on the (1242)
Attorneys-At-La- w
as liquidated Damages in the event the bid P. M., together with all improvementa of ever
complete
out an
th day ot December, Uzz.
should be accepted and the bidder should ery kind, nature or description, located in or
ample sprinkle of choice
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
thereafter fail or refuse to carry out the upon the same, and together with all crowClaimant names as witnesses:
music.
OFFICES:
KOTH'R FOR PUBLICATION
contract of sale thereby affected, and to be ing crops of every kind, nature, or description,
Francisco Jaramilla, Serafin Mar- - OIL AND
'? w'lk tlese organized bodies
GAS LEASE OF PIII1LIC LANDS returned to the bidder in the event that h
in or upon said land.
Leo-poldand
COUNTY
McKINLEV
wat the pastor begins
bidPadilla,
of
the
bid should nut be Accepted, all bids to be in
time
Each bidder, before or at
Gallup, New Mexico.
the new year. quez, Tranquilino
of Public Lands,
Commissioner
It
Ansurez, all of Seboyeta, N. M, Office of the
writing and signed by the bidder.
ding, must deposit with the Receiver, a cerby the combined forces joining
New Mexico.
Ke,
Santa
Hundred
to
The Receiver reserves the right
con tified check in the amount of Five
m
A. M. BERGERE,
service that will yield suc- Notice is hereby given that pursuant to tinue the said sale from hour to hour and (IS00.O0) Dollars, payable to the order of D.
The success we seek is that the
Register. the provisions of an Art of Conirreas, ap- from day to day as in his opinion may be nec- W.
aa evidence of good
DR. E. PARK SELLARD
Bontems, Receiver,
to
proved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the State essary or expedient.
faith, such sum to be retained by the Receiver
alngdom of God may be more securely (1297) 5t. 10-2- 1
of New Mexico, and the rules and regulations
Dated this 3rd day of September, 1922, at as liquidated damages in the event the bid
Registered Optometrist
of
of the State Land Office, the Commissioner
should be accepted and the bidder ahall thereuauup, new Mexico.
D. W. BONTEMS.
Public Lands will offer for lease, for the
or refuse to carry out the contract Latest Equipment for Properly Tailifail
upon
of
and production
Receiver.
exploration, development,
of sale thereby effective, and to be returned
ng; Eyes
oil and gas, at public auction to the highest (1266)
to the bidder In event hi bid should not be
First Publication, Oct. 7, 1922.
All bida to be in writing and signbidder, at 9 o'clock A. M., on Monday, Dec.
accepted.
BUILDING
POSTOFFICE
of
town
of
County
in
Gallup,
the
1H22,
Last Publication, Oct. 23, 1922.
4th,
ed by the bidder.
McKinley, State of New Mexico, at the front
The Receiver reserves the right to continue
followA.
House
the
the
Court
from
of
therein,
hour
or
door
day
McMahon, Prop.
the said sale from hour to
ing described lands,
to day, as in hia opinion or Judtrnjent may be
T. 16 N., B. 6 W., See. 32,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Sale No.
expedient or neceaaary.
NEViSWt,,
W4SW14.
DR. M. M. ELLISON
Dated this 8rd day of October, 1922, at Gal-IuNW'i, W'iNEV,,
of the Interior, U. S.
Lota 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 ; T. 16 N., R. 7 W., Sec. 86, Department
New Mexico.
DENTIST
BONTEMS,
NU SW, W!i SE'4 T. 14 N., R. 8 W., Sec.
N.
Santa
Office
Land
M.,
at
Fe,
All N. M. P. M., conReceiver.
2, SWVi, SWVSEV4;
Sept. 21, 1922.
taining 1,292.97 acres.
(126S)
No bid will be accepted for less than 15
Gallup Clinic Building
Notice is hereby given that David First Publication, Oct. 7, 1922
cents per acre, which shall be deemed ip in W.
Last Publication, Oct 2ft. 1922
N.
on
of
who,
M.,
wr
Stiles,
cover
Grants,
tne
rental
year
and
clude
nrsi
New Mezict
Gallup
said land, and no person will be permitted to April 13, 1920, made Enlarged HomeIN THE DISTRICT COUKT WITHIN AND
bid at such sale except he has prior to the stead
WV4
for
039075.
No.
Entry.
-:-- :aof therefor, deposited with the Commis
mcriinuos
FOR THK IUUPIVI
AND STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SWU; Lot 3, SW14SEV,
sioner of Public Lands, or with his agent In NWV4;
harge of such sale, cash or certified exenange Section 8, Township 12 N., Range 9 Matt Poppen,
Plaintiff.
to the amount of the above minimum oia. West, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
No. 1968
vs.
Deposits of all unsuccessful Dinners win De
Practice Limited to:
returned. The deposit of the successful bidder notice of intention to make Three Oassee Poppen,
Genito-Urina- ry
will be held by the Commissioner of public Year Proof, to establish claim to the
Diseases and
Lands and by him applied In payment oi sucn land above described, before U. S. NOTICE OF SUIT TO THE ABOVE NAMED
Diseases of the Skin
DEFENDANT
bid but If the successful bidder shall tail to
at Grants, Valencia You are hereby notified that suit hasla been Wasserman
complete his purchase by paying on demand Commissioner,
now
Laboratory in Connectioa
filed by the above named plaintiff and
Co., N. M., on the 7th day of Novem
any balance due under his purchase including
pending against the above named defendant,
the cost of advertising and the expenses inci- ber, 11)22.
pHONE 866 '
such
of
McKinley
County,
in the District Court
dent thereto, then and in such event
Citizens Bank Building
witnesses:
1963
as
numbered
Claimant
names
New
of
suit
said
the
State
New
to
be
being
forfeited
Mexico,
shall
deposit
court.
Lease will be
Mexico as liquidated damages.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. ;
George Keeney, of Grants, N. M.; on the docket of saidobjecta
of said suit are
That the general
made In substantial conformity with oil and Henry Elkins, of Bluewater, N. M.;
of
office
In
the
for an absolute divorce from the above named
gaa lease form No. 35 on file
of Bluewater, N. M.; defendant upon the grounds of abandonment.
the Commissioner of Public Lands, copy of Tom Elkins,
RUIZ & OVERSON
And you are further notified that unlets
Robert Marable, of Grants, N. M.
whch will be furnished on application.
you enter, or cause to be entered, your apThe right is reserved by the Commissioner to
A. M. BERGERE,
.
the
21st
before
on
or
Attorneys- - At-La- w
of
cause
time
in
said
reieet anv and all bids, either at the
pearance
be
Register. lay of November, 1922, judgment will
sale or subsequent thereto.
in
Practice
all
of
Courts
deby
cause
you
of
the
in
said
rendered
against
to
Witness the hand and official seal
(1244) 5t. 3
fault and the relief prayed for will be grant
Pnmmi.fl inner of Public Lands of the State
New
Mexico
Arizona
and
ed,
of New Mexico, this 12th day of September.
.
a. ov.
The name or piamtiti
attorney
1922.
NOTICE
N. A. r lfJLjL(
Denny, whose Post Office Address, it Oallup,
New Mexico.
Commissioner of Puhlic Land,
(SEAL)
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
Musio til te ui nrw iticaiiU'
fWlc District Court.
First Publication Sept. 16, '22.
of The Methodist Church ,'
Pastor
the
State
of
a
At
Mexico
meeting
special
New
'
McKinley County,
Lfint Publication, Nov. 25, '22.
Santa
held
at
Game
Residence
300 8rd Street
Fe,
tSBiAL,
Commission,
(1267)
(1216)
"
New Mexico, on the 29th day of Au First Publication, Oct. 7, 1922.
Phone No. 288.
1922.
Oct
28,
Lut
Publication,
was
worder
the
1922,
At
following
In
gust,
Home
to
8
the
11:30
A.
Study
NOTICF, FOR PUBLICATION.
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
STATE LAND OFFICE
U. S. made by the Commission:
of
the
Interior,
Department
.
WHEREAS, there is a great scar
At Your Service At All Hours.
Department of the Interior
Land Uttice at fcanta re, in. iu.,
moo
United States Land Office,
01
city of quail of all kinds in McKinley
TnanifJ County, and the permitting of the
V"
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that
hunting of quail in said county during
September 22, 1922
on
N.
who,
of
M.,
Grants,
Jaramillo,
the open season of 1922 will result Notice is herebv eiven that the
Homestead
made
Entry,
Jan. 30, 1917,
in an undue depletion ot tne same; State of New Mexico, by virtue of
,
No. 030586, for NEH, Section 24, and.
selected,
Acts of Congress, has
10
West,
11
North, Range
Township
the
this
following
office,
the
number
of
through
Osteopathic Physician . ,
WHEREAS, a large
M M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
residing in McKinley coun- '8nList
intention to make a year rrooi, de-io sportsmen
037836.
No.
Serial
8504,
season
SW,,
closed
ARE THE PEER OF LOW PRICED PHONOGRAPHS"
ty have requested that a
establish claim to the land above
ACUTE
be established to prevent the hunting Sec. 34, T. 19 N., R. 9 W., N. M. P. M.
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at of
of all kinds in said county, Protests or contests aKainst any or
on
quail
New
Mexico,
Valencia
DISEASES
Co.,
Grants,
all of such selections may be filed in
during the year 1922.
the 7th day of November, 1922.

The State Democratic committe is
nstnr succeeds only as sore because the State of New Mexico
no didn't
and
and
eeople respond
get its money's worth by spendme
nitner.
ing $77,000.00 to keep soldiers at
his
for
himself
that he must pamper
. Gallup and maintaining martial law.
inceess has overlooked many mani-- The State Democratic committee, to
con
who
have
others
i.wa of
tell the truth, is sore because the Alliof son water
works were not blown up,
tributed, forgets frequent labors
that the C. N. Cotton wholesale wareMCriliCe, many
nenrij euwuims
of
his
house was not blown up, that the
words, and the many prayers
resmoke stack at Mine No. 5, wasn't
people. Not only must a pastor
also
but
blown up, not to mention many other
turn revenent thanks to God;
on the program of plots to desto his people.
things
It to to make mention of these above troy property in this county. The State
Central committee
facta and make proper recognition
of Democrats
that we rush into print. We speak would have felt amply repaid for the
wry sincerely when we mention the $77,000.00 if the production of coal in
farors rendered to us by our church New Mexico had been stopped so that
people. Among them, are many as untold misery and suffering would
fiiOful souls as are to be found any- have resulted. The State Democratic
to the Central committe are begging for the
where. .They have
iztent of their means and ability. It votes of anarchists and
it such as these who write success on By such campaign tactics they make
the pages of church history. To those themselves parties to the crimes which
va cive deep felt thanks for the vic were on the program and plots for
tories of last year, and heartily sollic-i- t the destruction of property, such as
for the coming General Brown detected and can prove
their
year. It is also mete and proper that by documentary evidence now on file
we mention many friends whom we in his office.
have made out in the city who appear
It have no purpose of attending our re- fular services, but who by their kindness and good cheer have lightened our
burdens and yielded inseperation to
ear efforts.
They, too, have had a
part with us and are due portionate

a.

I

J. R. GAINES I
DENTIST

I
I

J. S. MORROW
Accountant

GALLUP TRANSFER
J.

"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE
-

Phone 42

'

The Edison
Phonographs

'J

Are Without Comparison.
The Highest Achievements in the Art of

...

cal Reproducing Instru-

ments Are Incorporated
in the EDISON. Prices
right, and many styles to

It

choose from.

DR..MERVINE

EDISON AMBEROL

RW.WIIM

The Finest and Moat
Complete Stock of Jewelry, Silverware, Jewelry
Gidi. DiaMnnila. in rh KnuthwAnt. Fine Watch Repairing and

It; Optid Good.

and CHROC

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by this office
Commission that all val.
Mariano Padia, Rubi Marino, Mateo the State Game embraced within
the
of the locality
all
of
Grants,
Geronimo
Baca,
Tuvieta,
of McKinley
exterior boundaries
N" M
Countv. New Mexico, be. and the (1276)
A M. BERGERE,
Receiver same Is hereby closed to hunting of (First Pub.
to
(1243) 6t.
Claimant names as witnesses:

9--

at any time before appro

COMMERCIAL

A. M. BERGERE,

Register.

Oct

7, 1922.:
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Bar I ton.

and Repair Shop

lulian
SongS Concert Olid Ballad

Artlrt
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Tenor.

Selection

Snewjr Breaaled Pearl (Rob- , , . .
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Harhera (Mercy)

In TlddlKh...
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Soprano.......
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Danny Deem
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R&Jines
should have

Yonr eyes, like your teeth,
should be examined at least once
a year. Especially your eyes, because they are so sensitive to
various strains.
Your doctor will tell you that
they are the most delicate organs of the body and at the same
time the most abused.
Many people complain of
headache when the real source
of the trouble can be placed directly to defective vision.
Vhen this is corrected in time
no ill effects result. But many
people continue to put off taking care of their eyes until the
optical nerve become strained
and weakened to such an extent
that the eye is irreparably dam-

aged.

Have yonr eyes examined at
Our
your first opportunity.
charge are reasonable.

HPJ2ES31ARD
KZGI3TEXED OPTOMETRIST
Poet Office BuiUiag
,
New Mexico
Gallup,
for
BUM
Past Five
At'uM
Tears

wcunesoay

thir

touch of

red.

No

doubt she aims to look her best before
it's time to sup and keep that way
until she goes to bed.
Why, all the older sisters in the
nation do the same. It's just a touch
the ladies all demand. And one might
say it's simply puttting faces in a
frame a frame that's sure to crumple, understand.
The little dabs of color that are
blotted here and there, mav hide n run
of wrinkles on the face. But quicker
enougn oi Bleep ana proper open
mil, will
air,
bring plump cheeks to take
tne wrinkles' place.
It seems that Mother Nature surely
unows ine woriaiy part, tnat ever and
anon she has to nlav. And vet the
paint and powder make a mixup of her
cnart. tier cnance or showing much is
smau today.
Yet, I have seem my sister when
she's Just her own sweet self: when
all the works of nature have the call
At early morn, her paint and powder
still upon the shelf, well honestly,
sne jooki me dcsi or. an.

F. V. MONTANO
F. V. Montano, candidate for probate judge on the Republican ticket,
is one ofthe most able and capable
s.
men among the
He is a good citizen in every respect,
and his family are among our good
people. His nomination for the office
of probate judge on the Republican
ticket - was because of his sterling
character and fitness for that office.
He i well educated in both English and
Spanish. Like all the Renublicanl
candidates he will need no special de
puty for the transaction of the duties
of his office. His election will be an
hooor to tU eou-t- y,
Spanish-American-
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Game, P0'
mailing,
secrctarv.
were 26 people present. Mat
ters of importance for the protection
of game in MeKinley county were discussed. Mr. Leopold, state secretary
of the Fame Association, was the main
speaker of the occasion. K. C.
F. E. Brennan, and J. C. Nave
of the Forest Service spoke to the
subject before the Association. Mr.
Jones of the Department of Recrea- tion was present and addressed the
meeting. Mr. Jones has charge of
camping grounds for the National
Parks. It developed that there are
no game of any kind to speak of in
MeKinley County.
Speaking of protection for game, Mr, Smelling said
some
time ago a number of quail
that
were placed in the TNT Reservation
and because no one is allowed in that
Reservation that quail had become
plentiful on that particular place, thus
showing that with proper protection
MeKinley county would have plenty
of game. Steps will be taken to insure proper protection for game in
this county, for which this association pledges support.
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Perhaps my older sister's right to
paint and powder upj perhaps her lips
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REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
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n0& o8uromaGal.,u7tedseeMS
show, as it is not to be for colored ir,:th.e

folks alone, white folk, .nrf
are invited.

SPECIALS

Win-gat-

f,;0VU(G PICTURES

A birthday party was given Miss
Kary Lorcntino at the home of Mrs.
lVtha Byus, Thursday night Games
ainsie, story telling and social chat
ware enjoyed till a late hour when refreshments were served. A number of
very nice prestnts were presented.
Taose present were: Misses Leona
Wood, Ollie Ward, Mary Lorenino,
raid Feather, Mazine Feather. Mar-VFrance and Lillian Barker, Messrs
IJoyd Walker, Ray PickaTd, Geo.
Lon, Meyers, Qifford Car-fWilliam Barnes, DeWitt Malone,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Koenig, Mrs. Bertha
Xiyas, Mr. Diaon, Mr. Patrick Emory.

Just Received

PARIS SHOE STORE

Blca
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The Base Ball boys are giving
AT THE EXCLUSIVE SHOE STORE
Masquerade dance the 28th, the Gallup
'".
American Jazz orchestra will furnish
for the entire family
the music.
You Can Save 100 per cent on Your Shoe Bill By
Mrs. Tommy Hugis and daughters,
Betty and Dorothy, have returned
Buying Your 'Shoes From Us
from Denver where they have been brought
weeks.
two
the
d
eqmppment.
past
school
visiting
Our Everyday Prices Are Lower Than Special Shot
build-in- s
Mrs. Chas. Gunton. of Navajo, en
The Latter Day Saint church
tertained at dinner Wednesday evenSale Prices as Given by Others
!
They are
heinir overhauled.
ing, for Mrs. Sam Dimon, of Gallup,
and Mr. Wm. Kelly, of Hayden, Ariz. Dutting rustic siding on the outside1
. .
,v i ;j- Judge Hoi try, and sin itusn, 01 and lath and piaster on me insiue.
Gibson stores motored out to bhip- A new son arrived at the home oi
rock to inspect the oil fields.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Wednesday, Oct
Mr. and Mrs. John Wall returned
The mother and son are both
from a rabbit hunt Sunday with six- 11,.
A big shipment of new stylish shoes to
doing nicely.
teen rabbits.
the
has
J.
H.
Mr.
bought
Snyman
Mr. Geo. McMullen, one of the en- Wells ranch and Mr. and Mrs. Wells
fit every pocket book and the feet of every
gineers at the Power Plant" moved to will take up a homestead out east of
member of the family. Also shoes for deNo. 5 this week.
The people of Gibson extend their
Mr. Z. M. Chapman and Mr. Corner
formed feet, broken arches and flat feet.
heartfelt sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. Morris have also taken them up a
Thomas in their sad bereavement.
out east.
Mr. Hugo Whiteman Dad the mis homestead
Mr. Archie Mortensen has taken
fortune to loose about thirty-fou- r
ever the Bluewater Garage which was
head of sheep.
handled by Mr. James Thig- Mrs. V. E. Troludge or ino. o, en formerly
pen.
tertained the Ladies Club Thursday
Mr. Will Williams left for the East
Every Pair of Shoes Absolutely Guaranteed
afternoon, among the guests were the Sunday, taking his two children with
Mesdames, Walker, DicKerson, &onne, him.
Money Cheerfully Refunded if Not Satisfactory
Wilson, Todd, Buuner, Nolan and
The concrete residence of H. J.
Bunyard, the afternoon was spent
is progressing rapidly.
playing five hundred, Mrs. Sonne Snyman
Mrs. D. B. Whiteside from Grants,
winning first prize, and Mrs. Nolan was
up to the school social Saturday
the consolation prize, after which lovenight, also Miss Zimmerman, Miss
ly refreshments were served.
Messrs Chas. Bond, Sam
Mrs. James tnei(ion is aoie xo oe Fisher,
out again, after an attack of the Griggs and the State Highway Engineer.
Grippe.
The Thigpen Lime Kiln has shut
Mrs. W. M. Bryden, who is making
for a few days for repairs.
her home with her son P.. D. Bryden, down
Messrs. Owen Chapman and Rowe
has been quite ill for the past week.
JOSEPH ARTESI, Prop.
are working in Gallup
Mrs. Tommy ClaTk of iso. a enter Hakes, who in Bluewater.
Sunday
spent
tained the following guests at dinner
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Lewis, from the
Wednesday evening the Mrs. James
and Nash sawmill spent SunNOTICE
Walker, L. W. Irick, Carl Nolan, the George
day in Bluewater.
evening was spent at live nundreo.
Mrs. Walker and Mrs. Isolan winning
The official report of the State
inthe high score.
Auditor as to the findings of the
ROUNDING
Mrs. lien. Wilson spent Wednesday
vestigation into the charges made by
uemocrauc
morning with Mrs. Geo. Gardner,
the MeKinley County
IN PROGRESS
Mr. Paul was the guest of Mr. and
Central Committe has not Deen leMrs. Gardner at dinner fcunday even
ceived. This report will no douot oe
ing.
Some of the
candidates received in time for our next week's
to
Joe Kone went to Albuquerque, and made a tour of Republican
the
this week issue. We have wired for the report
county
A soft answer turneth away wrath,
So much
drove back in the new school truck and found
once
if
come
at
possible.
things tf very interesting
but a soft head draws it.
mat
outside
which is furnished by the Galluo and
and
wholly
unnecessary
nature.
found
that
They
inAmerican Co., for carrying the High Johnstartling
J. Emmons has been the most ter was allowed to come into totnaxweed
Poor boys often become great and
School students back and forth to active
vestigation that it is hard
Emmons
in
fact
campaigner,
Gallup. The new truck is a Reo speed is running for Emmons. This Demo- out and make a report on findings re- great boys often become poor.
wagon, which is all enclosed and heat cratic candidate is so active in his lating to county officials only, this
ed.
People without autos have a hint
own behalf that he has left the im- being what the Governor directed to
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Irick of No. 5
time
be
done.
keeping away from home.
some
in
pression
places that all there
o
mine, entertained at dinner Thursday is to the Democratic ticket is Emevening. Mr. Ed Stewart, oi t.1 r'aso, mons. Emmons' political boss. A. T.
Buying new trousers to match ta
REPUBLICAN MEETINGS
Mr. McNeaJ, of Pittsburg, and Mr. Hannett,
old coat is getting more difficult every
have to change him to
may
and Mrs. Earl Lafonte, of Gallup. The some other
year.
place on the ticket, havAllison, Monday, Oct. 23.
evening was spent playing five hun ing changed him from the nominee
Gibson, Tuesday, Oct. 24.
dred.
for the legislature to that of county
A wise woman lets her husband
, Mentmore, Wednesday, Oct. 25.
Mrs. B. F. Wamsley, of Gallup, was commissioner.
When Emmons gets
make her do what she wants to do.
Coal Basin, Thursday, Oct. 26.
visiting Mrs. John McGenier Monday thru this campaign his running mates
You never hear a man brag about
Ramah, Friday, Oct. 27.
afternoon.
call him to account for the way he
how good a boy he was.
Mine No. 5, Saturday, Oct. 28.
Mesdames Lame, McMullen and may
mane nis personal campaign.
At any
There will be speakers at all these
Sneddon took in the fair at White rate, after the
campaign, Emmons meetings and dancing where dancing
Days are geting shorter, with the
water and visited Mrs. Langhurst for will have plenty of
time in which to is wanted.
'
a couple of days.
exception of Sunday.
take an inventory of his depleted ego
All invited and welcome.
Mrs. Chafl. Kettle and Mrs. Lane tism,
and
cash ac
were in uaiiup snopping trie nm count.personal popularity
of the week.
NOTHING BUT
Mr. A. J. Crockett, has returned
TROUBLE
from San Francisco, after spending
busi
to
weeks
a couple of
Ever havs
attending
ness, as well as taking in the sights.
any troubli with
Mr. Carl Nolan and daughter, of
your , automoNo. 5, left Wednesday for Las Vegas,
bile?
after visiting his parents. Mr. Nolan
Yes.
Bvtr
will motor back in a brand new Ford.
since I got It all '
The Junior class of Gallup High
my wife's rtl
e
School gave a picnic out at Fort
tlves expect me
those
Friday evening. Among
to be their
T.M.
present of the Juniors from Gibson
chauffeur,
were: Lon' Alexander, Frank Uyeda,
APPROACHING THE SHELF
and Helen Brown. The invited guests
"Maud Derby Interests herself too
from Gibson were Elizabeth Bryden
much In other people's affairs."
and Velma Crockett, They all enioy- lndeed she does. Why, she never
ed a very pleasant evening and came
hnrs of s transaction Involving an
home tired but happy.
engagement ring without wishing
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Kimsey and babv
she had a ringer In It"
aaugnter, aiso Jonn Meureever, returned overland from Denver, Colo.,
GIRLS UNION SUITS
wnere tney nave Deen visiting lor the
Mutlngt of a Motor Cop.
Bwaat Gladya Green ha
Waatalra
Sizes 2 to 16
twn
at
rift
1
quit this scene,
W learn It with regret.
EZ Brand
1ie ttood next to the
P. A MP
gasoline
ATinw
a w SPECIAL
SUNDAY
awe.
And Ut a cigarette.

WE SELL FOR CASH ONLY

Operatic

Songs

Buy Your Shoeo

(Special to The Herald).

SEE OUR SHOW WINDOWS
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"(Gallup

The School Social held Saturday
success. The
night was in every way a
selections were well chosen and well
rendered. The selling of the basquets
caused considerable mirth and it also
in a neat sum to apply on the

7C!:cr Reccrdo
On &b Today
Laaaa

MATER NOTES

GOSOIi SOCIETY

r,

DEMOCRATIC BUNCOME
It now develops that Hannett henchmen have gone over the county and
among much buncome which they peddled in order to gain votes, they told
it in Republican communities that in
order to vote the voter must first have
a poll tax receipt. This is not true and
they know it. In order to vote the
person must be a citizen of the United
States, and there is no poll tax about
it. At one time, away back in years
gone, a pool tax receipt did enter into
the qualifications for the right to
vote, but not now.
Any time any voter is told some
thing about voting by the MeKinley
County Democratic Central Commit
tee, of which A. T. Hannett is the
chief boss, where information is given
about voting, the rights of a voter,
etc., the only safe way is to call on
the Republican County Central Com
mittee, oi which Gregory Page is the
chairman and J. W. Chapman is th
and you will get the
law and the truth.
Remember this and don't allow
Dnoeratlc henchmaa to tnJeiesd yo.

un

98c

LADIES ALL WOOL
SLIP ON SWEATERS
Latest Shades
SPECIAL

$2.95
VANITY CASES
They come in Brown, Gray
Black and Tan
SPECIAL

$2.45
LADIES BATIECE
BLOOMERS
$1.50 Value; Pink Only
SPECIAL

69c
200 HOUSE APRONS

Assorted Colors and Styles

At One Price

$1.15
KAYSER
KNIT UNDERWEAR
Tight Fitting Knee
Union Suits
SPECIAL

A Laundry Boss.
Judge What's your occupation?
Rastus I'se a business man,
yo'
honor,
i'se manager of a family
laundry.
Judge What's the name of that
laundry?
Rastus De name of de laundry is
'Liza, yo' honor.

The Rub.
"Tou say your wife has received

an
her of

anonymous letter Informing
something you did before your
?
Well, the best thing you can
do is to confess."
"I know, but she won't let me
read
the letter, and I don't know what to
confess."
mar-rlnge-

Did Then.
"Barlow Is very selfish. I've never
known him to show an
attachment
for anyone but himself in his life."
"I have."
"When 7"
'When he was serving his term as
sheriff."
,

8h Is.
"How do you and
your
long bo nicely, Joe?"

"I always let her think she Is having her own way."
"But how do you
manage to delude

her"

GIRLS SWEATERS
AND TAMS TO MATCH
' At a Special Offering
FIFTY
LADIES WAISTS
$5.00 Values
SPECIAL

$2.45
WI

Couldn't Understand It
sorry to say that your
husband has pleurisy in its worst
Doctor-I-'m

form,

,MrS' J,ewrlch-

-1

understand
We are certainly rich
enough
to afford the best there is.
T,h

C8n,t

Perft

Recompense.
7n haTe 8aved
Can 1 9V8r show
SaafiS" a
y
Are you married?
RescuerYes; you might come and
oe a cook for ns.
'

Elderly

Two Reel Educational
CIRCUS DAYS.
Weekly News.

Comedy,

'

MONDAY
John Barrymore in
THE LOTUS EATER.
Two Reel Century Comedy,
KID LOVE.

TUESDAY
Repeating
THE LOTUS EATER.

WEDNESDAY
See Lobby.

THURSDAY
Rex Ingram Production,
TURN TO THE RIGHT.
Snub Pollard Comedy,
DO ME A FAVOR.
BURTON HOLMES.

FRIDAY
Repeating

'

TURN TO THE RIGHT.

"I don't."

98c

4.

wife get

Glayds Walton in
TOP O'THE MORNING.

Miss--

Mr,

7

Nobody

SATURDAY
Perin and Moore in
THE GREAT SILENCE.
Stan Laurel Comedy,
THE WEAK END PARTY.
WEEKLY NEWS.

,

Coming Next Week.
NANOOK OF THE NORTH.
House Peters in
HUMAN HEARTS.

Pleased.

lOeent tip he grumbles
about It for
the next half hour."
the
"Hdoaji
recipient"

BUSTER KEATON IN
THE COPS.

'

